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Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
P. Washburn, who with A. B. Clement
of his department was for nearly a
week in Aroostook county, has return
ed, reporting a pleasant and successful
trip. It was made In the interests of
the Farmers' Unions, in securing the
organisation of a central or State pur
chasing organization.
Mr. Washburn said that the idea
was everywhere received with favor,
even enthusiasm.
He held eight
meetings, at Houlton, Mars Hill, New
Sweden, Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield,
Caribou, Easton and Ashland, the
meetings being largely attended, even
for Aroostook, whose people are noted
for turning out. The matter was
placed squarely before these meetings,
all questions answered and all sug
gestions received and talked over.
Other meetings will be held later on
the same subject.
Mr. Washburn found time enough
to visit many of the large potato
houses and the farms, wishing to gain
first-hand knowledge of the great
potato business as done in the finest
potato county in the world. He said
this was a particularly pleasant part
o f the trip.
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L e t ’s Not Lose It This Spring-C lean U p
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LEGION i

RICKER BASKET BALL
BILL SEWALL IDOL
TEAM GIVEN BANQUET
OF JERSEY YOUTHS
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HOULTON BOWLERS
MAKEGOOD

FISH AND GAME
The department of fisheries and
game has begun the work of alloting
the spring trout try from the State
hatcheries, beginning with the Cam
den and Enfield hatcheries.
The department has been notified
by Howard Wood of Patten, chief
game warden for the Northern Aroos
took District of the prosecution of
Lawrence Lynch of Fort Fairfield for
trapping without a trapper’s license,
but on account of extenuating circum
stances, the fine was suspended on
payment of the costs.
Warden Wood also reports the
prosecution before Trial Justice A. N.
Ingraham of Sherman of Byron S.
Perry of Sherman for trapping mink
in close time. He was fined $10 and
$5.72costs.
Warden Wood also had C. E. Rob
erts of Sherman Mills before Trial
Justice Caleb Scribner of Patten on
the charge of fishing with more than
five set lines and for that offense he
paid a fine of $10 and $10.72 costs.
Special Warden D. O. Cummings of
Houlton reports the payment of a fine
of $11 and $5.67 costs by W. Clark of
Houlton for killing a wild goose in
close time.

On Thursday evening last week the
W. W. Sewall, lovingly known as
"Bill” Sewall of Island Palls, Maine, Ricker basket hall teams were given
has been making a pilgrimage to the a complimentary banquet by a number
Roosevelt Military Academy, West of the Ricker Alumni at the Snell
j Englewood. N. J. He spent a month House, which proved to be a most
! at the institution, teaching the hoys interesting occasion.
Judge Philbrook was the guest of
i woodcraft and nature lore. “ Bill” is
76 years “ young,” and probably the honor and gave a most interesting talk
toughest chunk of human timber of which was much appreciated by those
his age in the world. He gave them present.
The banquet itself was one that
marvellous illustrations of the skill
The big howling classic which was
the held at Fredericton last week was won
with which an octogenarian could reflected much credit upon
wield an axe. He made a tree fall so j management, and many complimentary by a St. John team, representing the
n Hrm-n
v,tn the ground
pminwi a
n stake
otniip ! remarks were heard around the table. Young Men’s Catholic Institute of
that it
drove i*
into
The members of Che Houlton Rotary i *v.„i
37 persons were present including that city. The team which went from
Club visited Chester Briggs Post previously located at a chosen point.
American Legion at their regular He showed them how to read the the male teachers of R. C. I. Hon. Houlton stood their first baptism of
meeting on Wednesday evening, and compass in the woods. He taught Charles P. Barnes acted as toast fire in line shape. They won three
the time was pleasantly passed by all them simple lessons of astronomy and master for the occasion and respond games and lost four, finishing in fifth
those present, during a “ smoke talk” instructed them in tracking wild ing to their names the following place.
in the interests of a better understand animals and in the mysteries of snow gentlemen gave short talks, Hon. E. L.
Houlton started out with a rush
ing of the aims of the Post and what shoes and skiis. A remarkable con Cleveland, Prin. E. L. Stover, Dr. John winning from the Y. M. C. A. team of
trast was illustrated by this tall, raw- G. Potter. Capt. Logie of the team
they were trying to accomplish.
St. John in their first game Stone
Fred W. Mitchell, chairman of the boned pioneer with his white beard, responded for the hoys and told how and Dunphy rolled 113 and 112
entertainment committee of the Ro competing with youngsters of nine the team appreciated the support of respectively in the first string.
tary club, presided and introduced and ten years of age in stiff woods the Alumni and supporters of the
In their game in the afternoon the
as the first speaker of the evening outings. “ Bill” Sewall was the late school and the friendly feeling that
boys took the first string from the
exists.
ex-President
Roosevelt’s
guide
in
HOn. Frank A. Peabody, who ex
crack team from Black’s alleys but
pressed the sentiments of the club Maine, manager of his ranch in
Wilford Fullerton and M. H. Peabody lost the next two and the match.
when he said they were ready and Wyoming, and the original “ Roosevelt
Jim Moir had high total for the
willing to stand behind them and do Man.”—President Whitman of Roose spent a few days last week at the
locals
in this contest. Stone’s 106 was
formers camp on the East branch.
all to assist them in the work that velt Military Academy.
high
single.
they were trying to do. He was fol
In the evening Fredericton won two
lowed by Attorney General Ransford ROAD CONDITIONS
MOVE TO PLACE COL.
of the three strings from the boys
W. Shaw who lauded the organiza
REMARKABLE FOR THIS
HUME IN RUNNING
and shaded them 48 pins.
tion for what they had done as indi
TIME
OF
YEAR
FOR U. S. SENATE The feature of this whirl was the That Houlton will have a baud
Tho local council of the Knights of viduals in the World War and what
which will reflect not only great credit
Ontumbus celebrated Monday evening, •they were Hying to accomplish since
As was stated in these columns last
It is understood among friends of duel between Stone and Paynter, the on the town but also upon the indivi
April SB, the fourth anniversary of the demobilization. Then followed re weekthe roads in the vicinity of Houl Col. Frank M. Hume of Houlton, says two lead off men. They tied at 102
duals is an assured fact, due to the
fta Institution in Houlton, with a large marks by different members of the ton were remarkable for this time of the Portland Express Advertiser, that the first string. The Houlton boy won
efforts of A. G. Merritt and Oscar
delegation present from other coun Rotary Club showing their personal year, but in addition to all this the he may he asked to he a candidate for the second by 2 pins and the third
Wilson backed by the Rotary club.
cils. It waa a meeting of great en feelings in regard to the world wide roads out of town are equally as good. United States senator in 1924. Col. string by six pins.
Meetings of the organization are
thusiasm and matters of importance organization.
The picturesque and beautiful St. Hume has been approached with the
Old reliable McIntyre also averaged held each week when the rehearsals
Robert E. Lindquist was then called John river trip which is always en suggestion, it is understood, but de 94 in this match.
were discussed, the fine showing of
take* place and other evenings of the
the home branch of the order being upon to express the feeling of the joyed by people from this section was clines to make any statement.
[ The game with Amherst the second week the individuals are meeting for
post, and his remarks were not only enjoyed by a number from Houlton
« subject for congratulation.
His friends feel that he would be a j day was a thriller, Houlton finally practice with the Director, Oscar
The business meeting and roll call appropriate to the occasion but were on Sunday and they found the roads very strong candidate. He would
|nosing out by 13 pins.
Doctor Wilson, who gives the boys some
were held in Society hall, Grand expressed in such a concise manner in a most wonderful condition. The enter the primaries against Senator
! Dunphy’s 113 string saved the day for valuable instruction on the different
Knight Brother James Skehan presid that we give them herewith.
road to Woodstock which was rebuilt Bert M. Eernald of Poland It is point
! us.
parts, in addition to many older men
Members of the Rotary club, we i last season, is as good as any time ed out the Senator Eernald is now
ing. District Deputy Brother Rush of
as far as experience goes there are
I
The
game
with
the
G.
W.#V.
A.
was
Benedicta, spoke eloquently on the greet you as true in your ideals. last year, while the road down the serving his second term and it is
many younger (who will be steadied
history o f the order, Its growth and Service above self means a better j river, which was also improved many urged that both members of the |the most gruelling contest of the
by the experienced ones) who are
I
whole
meet
for
our,
boys.
The
first
development in this part of the state city, better nation, it is my aim to miles, is also as good as anytime dur United States Senate should not come
practicing thar will be regular mem
!
string
showed
them
4
tiny
pins
in
the
and outlined the requirements for at bring home to you how anxious we ing the past season and last year this from the western section of the State.
j rear. The second was a tie at 456, bers of the organization as they will
tendance at the ensuing state con are to apply service above self and road was also better than was ever
I appear on the streets and for engage
An Oldsmobile ear hearing two 1921 ; only curly Jim Moir's three spectacuvention at Lewiston, May 31. The a brief history of the American known before, with the exception of
ments, hut the entire body are on
exemplification of the fourth degree Legion and what it stands for: “ The a few culverts and a few miles below license tags, Florida and Maine, at |lar spares in succession saving the
hand for rehearsals as those who are
I
hoys
from
defeat.
It
was
great
bowl
tracted much attention Monday on our
will be held May 30, In the same city. American Legion stands on the thres Hawkshavv.
not on the regular list so that if any
Candidates will be chosen at thp State hold of its second year with an en
The road to Haynesville which was streets and enquiry as to the owner ing and he got a good hand. In the
j
of the regular band are not present
third
string
the
St.
John
boys
cracked
revealed
that
Lome
Hallett
who
has
convention for the national conven rollment of almost two and a half dragged last month, the earliest that I
jj their places will be taken by the subs,
tion, which win be held this year in millions. With approximately 10,000 was ever known, is very smooth and <been spending the winter in Florida and Houlton won out by 19 pins.
; so to speak. In this way there will
Jimmy Nason’s and Pete Rogers’ |
posts in seventy departments, estab- in fine condition and will he until a had arrived home with his family,
Sen Francisco.
|
always be the regular number for
..... — ether M eO ea e f B a t Mttllnoeket Uehed in every state, every American j heavy rain comes. The road to Grand driving the entire way in 21 days. rolling were big factions in this win.
i
playing. This feature of the organizaaddressed the members, his subject possession and practically e v e r y j L a k e and Calais is also in fine shape Sunday he drove from Rockland to j They would have made Pa Gellerson
|tion is the one thing which will keep
begin, The Work of the Knights in the foreign country. With more than with the exception of a very few Houlton and found the roads in good I emerald with envy by their chatter,
j the hand up to the standard, for if
Southern Pert of the County. The 1,600 units of the Womens Auxiliary, places where the frost is coming out shape; excepting a had piece just he-1 Houlton’s game the third day
those who are supposed to appear
boundary, across "the line,” was the containing about 200,000 members. and those can be easily gone around. low Lincoln.
|against Calais resulted in a decisive
with the organization feel there are
|wjn for the g t Croix hoys who took
, subject of Interesting remarks by With a sound foundation financially.
others waiting to take their places,
With clubhouses and other property
Brother Tete of Woodstock, N. B.
I the first and third strings by good j they are apt to take more interest,
POTATOES
CHANGE OF BUSINESS
The home council was ably repre owned by many posts; with the Amer
Buyers an* offering 65 cents f o r ! margins and rolled their best contest |a characteristic which spells success
Frank Blethen. who has been in
sented by Brother Lawlis, state ad ican Legion Weekly, with its 800,00<» Jewelry and Watch repairing business Mountains and 50 cents for Cobblers. : ot the series, while the Houlton boys
i to any organization.
vocate, Brother Frank Ward, Brother subscribers; with some fifty other
j were away off. except Dunphy who ! Oscar Wilson was elected Leader,
ever
since
he
came
to
Houlton
when
The
Produce
News
says:
Frank Cassidy, chancellor, Brother publications owned by Legion organi
j averaged over 96.
j A. G. Merritt, Secretary and Treasurer,
Receipts of ne
Peter Morrison, deputy grand knight, zations, and with the guarantee of a he purchased the business of the late
potatoes have | The last match of the tournament,
|both experienced in this work, and
and Brother Dr. Gregory Cassidy, who ten-million-dollar permanent home in James K. Osgood, and who has been shown a slight shrinkage. This in j Houlton rolled against the new champ
A. S. Cotton, Business manager and
Indianapolis.
made pleasing remarks.
doing business in Union Sq. for a conjunction with the report from ions, the Y. M. C. I. The locals lost each one is vitally interested in see
These are some of the Legion’s number of years, has sold his business j Charleston sections indicating severe |the fr8t strin8 by three little pins.
Brother James Skehan reported re
ing that nothing is left undone for
markable increase o f the Knights of physical assets. Eut the Legion is
to Chas. S. Osgood, who took posses damage by frost, caused a rather firm the second by a whole lot more and the success of a fine band.
not a business enterprise. Its mem
Columbus in Houlton.
er tone and prices advanced 75c@$l took the last one by 33 sticks, but
sion on Tuesday morning.
The first appearance will probably
After the meeting the following bers desire it to be financially solvent,
Oakes Bryson will have charge of bhl. during the week. Florida No. Is lost the pinfall by 22 maples.
be on Decoration day and with the
committee was named to promote the to acquire property, to have tangible
Looking hack on the big meet, we enthusiasm that prevails among the
the Union Sq. store and Bert Wetmore sold $7@7.25 Monday, advanced to
candidacy of Brother Joseph Rush of evidence of success and the two of the Market Sq. store for the pre $7.50 on Wednesday and again to $8 are proud of the boys in their debut
American Legion there is no reason
Benedicta, as a member to the na million legionaires are more than
sent, Mr. Osgood conducting both Thursday, closing steady. No. 2s in the big leagues. They showed why this year will see the finest
tional convention: Brother McCrae, satisfied knowing that the American places.
ranged $4@5, some bringing $5.50, themselves good winners and good observance of the memory of our de
l i s t MilUnocket; Brother James Ske- Legion has won a place as the fore
while
3s sold at $2.50@4. Bermuda losers and moderate drinkers. They parted ones that has ever been observ
Mr. Blethen being a member of the
hM , grand knight of Houlton council; most agency within the country, for firm of Peabody Manufacturing Co. potatoes held about steady at $10@11 also convinced us that they could
ed in Houlton.
Brother Robert M. Lawlis, state audi the country. That all creeds, politi
in the manufacture of Potato Carriers, on the new and $9@9.50 on the No. Is stand up under the wildest, loudest
tor; Brother Frank Ward, Brother cal parties, kinds and conditions of
j and fiercest rooting we ever heard.
will devote his entire time to this second crop.
HOULTON OFFICERS
James Pierce, Brother Gregory Cas real Americans are represented in its work.
Old potatoes sold slowly the first of McIntyre, as we well know, is some
sidy, Brother Peter Morrison, deputy membership. That the legion has
TO WORK DEGREE
the week, but a little better feeling little vociferator, but in that bedlam
always stood for law and order and
grand knight.
his
voice
sounded
like
that
of
the
obtained toward the close. Maine
AT GRAND LODGE
IDEAL WEATHER
The following excellent menu was the upholding of the constitution of
Gobblers sold mainly $1.75@2.25 hag, Egyptian sphinx in a thunder shower.
Monument
Lodge
No. 96 F. & A. M.
FOR FARMERS while Green Mountains brought 25@
served Ivy Fitspatrick A Rush at the our country. That it has maintained
The big meet was brought to a will work the Third Degree at the
its neutrality in industrial disputes
banquet at the close o f the session:
The year 1921 will go down in 35c more, hut much ordinary stock fitting close Thursday evening with a Grand Lodge which is now in session
Grapefruit, chicken broth, prune and in politics. That within the two history as the most remarkable season had to go lower. State and Pennsyl- j rousing smoker and feed for the
in Portland on Wednesday, and the
whip with whipped cream, roast years of its existence it has convinced for putting in the crops in Aroostook. vania old potatoes worked out at I teams and the fans.
following left Tuesday for that city:
the
vast
majority
of
the
hundred
and
spring chicken with sage dressing and
On May 1 many of the farmers had $1.50@1.65 per 150 lb. hag hut on |
W. M.
j
A. E. Astle
raspberry sauce, mashed potatoes, ten million honest Americans that its finished planting their grain and with fancy stock it was possible to realize
!
M.
B.
McKay
S. W.
creamed onions, potato salad, choco ideals are pure and lofty, that its good weather this week will see $1.65@1.75.
ton will be represented next year in
Thos.
P.
Packard
J. W.
late Jelly with whipped crepm, vanilla actions are honest, and that its sole hundreds of acres of potatoes in the
St. John when they convene again.
Dr. E. P Henderson
S. D .
purpose
is
the
defense
and
promulga
ice cream, coifee, cake and cigars.
Facts and Fancies
ground, all of which with an ordinary
The Houlton howling team who
J
. D.
A.
A.
Putnam
Dr. Gregory Cassidy acted as toast tion of the principle of American season will mean much to the were guests of the Barker House
We are sorry the Big Five from
s
. s.
Thos.
Huggard
master and called upon the following democracy.
prosperity of Aroostook.
while in Fredericton, N. B. last week Presque Isle were unable to go to
Elson
A.
Hosford
J
. s.
So stands the American Legion. It
members: Rev. Fr. P. M. 811ke, who
Thursday and Friday the thermo are loud in their praise of the fine Fredericton. To be sure, they might
Marshal
T.
V.
Holdaway
responded in his usual happy manner is not yet two years old; no other meter stood at 80 degrees and the treatment afforded them. “ Terry” have been a disappointment as were
Chap.
Rev. H. Scott Smith
and who expressed his delight with the organization in the country’s history other days while not so warm were Monohan, the proprietor, left nothing the two crack teams, Black’s of St.
Monument
Lodge
is
highly
honored
work o f the knights in Houlton; D r ever made such rapid strides in mem pleasant, while in Boston and New undone to make their stay a pleasant John and the Calais bunch, but we’ll
work
and
to
be
asked
to
do
this
Joseph Donovan also spoke eloquently bership, in power, prestige and pop York rain fell a number of times dur one, in fact, he always does for his just bet that “ old Frank Hayes” and
every
member
of
the
lodge
knows
that
and Brother James Pierce related his ular esteem.
his four side kickers would have made
ing this time.
old home visitors.
the work will be well done.
experiences in the county.
Rev
themselves heard.
P rinciples
Henry A. Sloan outlined the ideals
Casey, the pride of Calais, like his
The principles that guide the Amer
and traits of an educated Catholic ican Legion are admirably set forth in
name sake, “ struck out.” Poor Jim CLOSING NIGHT
the preamble to the constitution,
gentleman.
run into an awful streak of luck and
ENTRE NOUS CLUB
Before closing there was an unani adopted at the first national conven
Notwithstanding the fact that the 1918 has been that the price is up finished with an 83 average. Watch
The
last
night
of the Entre Nous
tion. It reads:
moos expression of thanks for the de
Whist club was held Tuesday night
For God and country we associate market price of potatoes from the crop one year and down the next and this him next year in St. John!
lightful mnsic rendered by Miss Rose ourselves together for the following of 1920 sold in 1920-21 reached a very is a pretty good basis to go on. Of
Captain Sandy Staples of the Fred with a Rotation dinner as the result
Donovan, Bmmons Robinson and Law purposes: To uphold and defend the
course it is more or less of a guess, ericton team, the champions of 1920, of the season's playing.
Constitution of the United States of low price in the market of the United hut it seldom happens hut what a promised us Thursday night that he
rence Carroll.
Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr. served the first
America; to maintain law and order; States, probably never in the history
farmer can get his money hack if he would bring his team to Houlton May two courses, Miss Phyllis Wilson tho
to foster and perpetuate a one hun
dred per cent Americanism; to pre of the potato industry did the farmers does not take too many chances in 24. If so, Houlton fans will see third course, Mrs. R. H. Brittain the
CARROLL-HOGAN
serve the memories and incidents of lose as much money on account of the selling of the product, and yet Brewer, the hoy who won high average J fourth course and Miss Marion Buzzell
The marriage of Guy Carroll and our association in the Great War; to the extreme cost of producing, as on the Government report is the safest for the meet, Kierstead, the h ig h ! the last course, each at their respec
inculcate a sense of individual obliga
Miss Margaret Hogan, both of Houl tion to the community, state and na this crop.
guide to go by and what the produc single gent, Paynter with his smash I tive homes and the event was most
ton, was solemnized at St. Mary’s tion; to combat the autocracy of both
From the sales of fertilizer and tion in other potato raising states hall, and Sandy himself who is interesting to the other four members
Catholic church on Wednesday morn the classes and the masses; to make general information the advice given has been.
admittedly one of the very best howl-! as weI1 as the hostesses,
ing, April 27, and after a wedding right the master of might; to promote in these columns has been heeded
ers in New Brunswick.
|
With
fertilizer
lower
than
it
has
peace and good-will on earth; to safe
breakCast at the home of .the bride’s guard and transmit to posterity the and the farmers will plant a larger been for a number of years and the
Pa Lunt is our idea of “a good
in the morning in an all night eat
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan, principles of justice, freedom and acreage than for many years, there seed the lowest, indications do sure mixer.” We will bet $30.00 that there
house.
Smyrna street, the happy couple left democracy; to consecrate and sancti are several reasons for this, as E. L. ly point to a large acreage for 1921, aren’t more than three people between
Poor Capt. Prugh! His multitud
on the morning train for Tampico, fy our comradeship by our devotion Cleveland than whom no man is in a and with the best soil for raising Pokiok and Boisetown but what he
inous responsibilities were too much
to mutual helpfulness.
Max. where they are to make their
better position to know, says that low potatoes in the United States the can greet by their first name.
for him and his batting average
Aims
future home.
priced seed in most cases produces Aroostook farmer has many things in
Pete Roger’s friends thought he had suffered accordingly. It was up to
The
alms
of
the
American
Legion
Bn route they plan to stop for a
high priced stock and high priced his favor, with farm help lower than a run of small-pox when he returned
him to keep the boys sober, yet not
have been based on the preamble.
week or ten days in New York city. Not all of these aims have been ac seed produces low priced stock. Of for a number of years, machinery from Fredericton, hut the apparent
too sober. He had to watch Jim Moir
The young conple are well known in complished. A great many have. course the experience of former years available for doing much of the work, pock marks are in reality only the
lest he parade the hotel corridors in
their home town, very popular and The percentage of accomplishment is has as much to do with this as any insecticides bordeaux for late blight, splotches caused by a digestive ap
skull cap and pajamas. It was he
have hosts of friends, and the best high, especially when it is realized thing and the experience of the Aroostook will he on the map as paratus outraged at being called upon
who had to take off Mac’s hat when
that
insidious,
selfish
and
powerful
wishes o f all are extended for a
industry in this county, with the usual when the crop of 1921 is harvest to assimilate three lobsters of the
Bright and happy future.
exception of the crop of 1917 and ed.
(Continued from page one)
Maurice Peabody type at two o’clock
(Continued on page 5)

fives Their Backing to As
sist in the Work
Before Them

With Their First Appearance
in Big League—Made
Creditable Showing

Houlton’s Reorganized
Band Looks Good

bights of Coimdbns
have Good Time
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ledge of the thousand-mile western than that, a breeder of anarchy.
R E A D IN G IN T H E S C H O O L S
a possession which can not be purch
not extinguished because they were
One
of
the
big
changes
that
has
shore
of Baffin Land which no white
“ What is utterly incomprehensible lawless, for they were backed by
ased with gold.
Established April 13, 1860
If you believe in your home town taken place in public school methods, man has explored. There is nothing to us,” says the North American, “ is centuries of enactment and tradition.
you
will like it, and if you like it no lies in the modified attitude toward of the icebreaker about the Bowdoin. how citizens who profess to be decent How must less can a democracy
ALL THE HOME NEWS
effort toward its improvement will be Jreading as a study, “Reading, ’Rit- She will never try to smash her way and law-abiding can stoop to partici withstand continuous defiance of the
Published every Wednesday morning
ing, and ’Rithmetic” were the far through. Her way will be to humor pate in a sordid and criminal traffic; law by its professed champions and
too great for you.
by the Times Publishing Co.
Again we ask you who have faith j famed three R’s of the Little Red the ice. not to pit her strength against and how they can continue to rely most conspicuous beneficiaries!
in your own powers to also have faith I School house. If a child had these, it it, nor even to resist it.
upon the constitution to protect their
Those who exult in the immunity
CHAE. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
The idea is to fit her to live in her property rights when they are help with which they violate the con
in your own town.
j was thought he had the fundamentals
environment, so adapting her to cir ing to undermine it and bring it into stitution are strangely blind to the
When you feel like criticising it, |of education,
Subscription ip U. S. $1.50 per year in
cumstances
that she will surmount contempt.
check the thought before it is spoken, j Middle aged and elderly people
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
lessons of the last few years. If any
them.
It
is
calculated that, with her
You
can
always
find
something
good
remember
the
old
fashioned
reading
No article of the constitution is any one thing has been demonstrated, it
advance
to say instead, and even then the books, in which the pupils used to egg-shaped hull, there will be no more valid, any more sacred, than is that bayonets alone cannot sustain
Single copies five cents
half of the truth will never be told, i pore over famous orations by Webster, breaking of her ribs by the pressure any other article. The eminently governments or protect property; that
Advertising rates based upon guaran
It is a good town now, but faith, Clay and Everett, and fireside favor- of flanking ice floes, that these will respectable citizen who becomes an armies, whether those of govern
teed paid in advance circulation.
loyalty and united action will make ites of poetry by Longfellow and get no fatal grip upon her body, but accomplice in violating the eighteeth ments or leagues of nations, cannot
it a better one.
i Tennyson. The selections were good will cause her to rise between them. amendment is no whit less an enemy of themselves preserve a social order.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
Our faith inthis town,brother, is and stored the minds of the children so that when they come together she of the constitution than the Red who Respect for law, obedience of law,
for ciculation at second-class
simply faith inyou,because the town with noble thoughts.
will be on tol, carried along on the denounces and defies any other pro enforcement of law—these are the
postal rates
The principal fault of these methods ice pack until, when it parts again, vision of the instrument.
is a cpllection of yours.
essential foundations of stable gov
Surely your faith is not less than was that the pupils went over and she may slip back into the sea. It is ; Moreover, no class of citizens can ernment and social security; let law
All Subscription are DI8CONTINover again the same selections, which expected that her running against a , assume to nullify or suspend a par be successfuly defied and brought
ours.
UED at expiration
Let us unite—let us act—for a bet they came to know by heart, and j floe will mean merely her sliding up ticular section of the constitution into contempt and the process of dis
ter and a more cohesive community. i which became a matter of dull routine, on top of it, and that she will re- I without impairing the strength of integration has begun, with chaos the
OUR HIGHWAYS AN ASSET
| People who took this thorough old main upright until the opportunity the whole structure. These substan end.
It is your home—and ours.
W e should not regard expenditures
i drill complain that while in their day comes for her return to the water. tial, property-revering buyers of boot
on our state highways as a sheer
I pupils could read aloud gracefully Criticism of these plans can wait, leggers’ liquor, who ostentatiously
T H E IN V E S T O R 'S D I F F I C U L T I E S
extravagance, useful only to the
and intelligently, now school children j They have to be tested. Dr. MacMil- I defy the constitution, are not only
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
The past five years have been a ! halt and stumble over their w ords,'Ian’s innumerable wellwishers hope 1accomplices in lawbreaking, but they
owners of passenger cars. Trans
portation is one of the great elements difficult period for people who have ' many of which they miscall, and they they will succeed. As for his little are social and political incendiaries. Telephone— Studio, 292-M
Res., 345-M
of cost in production. We have not made small savings and have tried to ; do not seem to get the sense of the ship herself she may be reckoned as The business man- who chuckles with
MISS
MARY
BURPEE
only to raise or manufacture the invest them profitably. Those who thing.
great a novety as any since the time his cronies over his illicit purchases
SOPRANO
articles of every-day use, but also have put money into their home town
This is indeed a loss. Reading of Noah.
of booze has helped to set in motion
Teacher of Singing
to get them to the door-step of the banks, also into real estate in their aloud is not the most important
a chain of influences the logical end
Studio 27 Mansur Block
A N E W A N A R C H IS T
consumer. Anything which does this own neighborhood, have come out thing. Civics, history, and hand work,
of which might easily be rioting and H o u rs—-2 p. m. to 6 p. m. except W e d n e s
best.
Those
who
have
bought
Get
A terrific, slashing assault is made the torch at his factory gates. For
more effectively than before is to
may be subjects of instruction that
d a y s and Sa tu rd a ys.
F ore n o on s and
that extent increasing productive Rich Quick stocks and doubtful come closer to community needs. in a recent issue of the Philadelphia lawlessness breeds lawlesssness, and
e ve n in g * by appointm ent
least children should read well North American against the new never more swiftly than when it
power. Surely the motor car has speculations along distance from home ;
§q that reading is easy. Many anarchists who are a breed of yellow manifests itself in a democracy and
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
done that, and as a contribution to have commonly lost their money, and ;
its efficiency the black asphalt road not much sympathy is felt for them .! modern pupils not merely can not dogs Quito by themselves and wholly when the example comes from those
B U Z Z E L L 'S
There are many people, however, read aloud well, but they find reading apart from the “ regulars” like bol- who clamor most for protection of
deserves a place beside the gasoline
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
engine and the pneumatic tire. Such who have put money into railroad and to themselves very difficult. The shevists. IWW’s, syndicalists,
et the law.
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
a road increases the number of industrial corporations that are neces- printed page looks formidable to them i cetera.
Phone 161-W— Day o r N igh t
The autocracies of the Bourbons
months during which the motor car sarry for the development of and and they do not easily grasp the 1 These anarchists are none other and the czars and the kaisers were
is available. It lessens the cost of prosperity of the country. The major contents of an ordinary newspaper . than men and women, usually wealthy
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
traction everywhere, and often serves ity of these people have suffered article.
Reading should be given ! or influential, who would be the first
OFFICE AT RE8IOENCE
Abundant Health is assured when
horse-drawn vehicles, even though it heavy losses.
sufficient time in the schools so that to contribute to overthrow “ Red” there is good blood in the veins.
129 Main 8L Houlton, Me.
Practically everybody who has put every pupil can easily understand propaganda as subversive of the law Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
may prove hard on the hoofs of the
money into railroad securities during the ordinary subjects discussed in of the land. Yet they enter into to make good blood. Begin taking it
animals.
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
How greatly any state profits, in the past ten years, has lost a good newspapers and magazines. Without criminal procedure, stoop to fraud and now. It is just what the system needs
at
this
time
and
will
do
you
great
DENTIST
attracting summer visitors, by be share of his money. But to hear the this fundamental of education, they corruption, working openly and even
good. Sharpens the appetite, steadies
Fogg
Block
radical
agitators
talk,
you
would
ing know for Its good roads!
will drift out of all touch with civic ostentatiously, to annual the 19th the nerves.
think the railroad stockholders were progress.
amendment. Drink liquor they may,
•MALL SERVICE WELL GIVEN
fattening off the community and
if they do it legally. But when they
How many have made small ser gorging unholy profits. The experi
M a c M IL L A N ’S S H IP
defy the new Prohihitory law right in
vice well given pay in the long run ences of these last years should show
Tbs most notable vessel of the day,j the national Capital and in other
would fill many books on this type people that it is very doubtful busi
in the opinion of many who are inter-! Sreat centers of the country, the
of successful men and women. They ness to turn money over to strangers. eated in naval architecture, is not th e ; auestlon is serious for they are sethave been the sound fibres in the Better put it into real estate or into
mighty battleship Colorado, which has ‘ tin* a“ example of definance of law
social wrap. They have not sought the banks of your home town or
just been launched at Camden. N. J. j w h t c h 13 in it3e,t anarchy and worse
quick riches from flashy expiating county. Then it will build up home
Nor is it either the Boston schooner j
— — ------------------ :
service. They have picked a needy industries, and if some of it is invest
Mayflower,
which
will
leave
the
ways
j
BANGOR
&
AROOSTOOK R. R.
glass and frankly altered to them, ed in bonds and stocks, the bank men
as defender of the international fish- j
T
I
M
E TABLE
depending on the la.-ge overturn to will put it where it is safe.
ing vessel trophy won by the Esper-;
Corrected to Jan. 12, 1921
make good In a large way, as years
The public must realize that the anto last fall off Halifax, N. S., or the
T ra in s D a ily E xc e p t Su n d a y
rolled on.
legitimate business enterprises of the Canadian challenger, Bluenose, which !
F ro m H O U L T O N
What Ford did with his light fliv country must be protected. If the
is already in the water and likely to ,; 8.40 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
vers in recent years two New York railroads go down to ruin, then you
Limestone and Van Buren.
sail from Lunenburg this week on her j’
Greeks did In restaurant business, will pull down half the banks and in
! 9.13 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
beginning two-score years ago. They surance companies in the country, first run to the banks. The Colo-1|
Ashland, Fort Kent. St
aimed at the crowds of commonplace and everyone who has a little savings rado is true to the dreadnought type, | 11.30 a. m.—For
Francis, also W ashburn, P res
and the Mayflower and Bluenose are j
folks, who willingly forego too much account or an insurance policy will
que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
Pan and Mapleton.
elbow room and style and elegance, suffer. Also such a disaster would substantially of the fishing schooner |
type, though inclining a little tow-11 1.02 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou
desiring plain, well-cooked fare, clean so destroy and tie up capital, as to
ard the finer lines of the racing
Limestone.
ly served. Today these two men a re prevent the financing of farms and
1.42 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, P o rt
yacht.
retiring from a business which they factories and thus create widespread
land and Boston.
But the Bowdoin. Donald B. Macstarted with mutual savings totalling unemployment.
6.26 p. m.—For Bangor. Portland and
Milan’s auxilary schooner, which
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
$9,009* It is worth $80,000 a year in
was launched recently at East Booth- j
Caribou to Boston.
come to each today.
Few of the things we desire are bay, Me., is unique, a type to herself, I 8.03 p. m .—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
The trick was simple enough for
D ue
HOULTON
worth even as much as the energy impossible of classification with any
anyone to turn; good food, fair prices,
8.31 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, B an 
we expend in wishing for them. Pro other vessel afloat. Designed for a
gor. BufTet Sleeping Bost<u
no flunkies, no furbelows but pains
to C a r i b o u .
perty is frequently a nuisance; luxur particular achievement in Arctic e x -;
taking cleanliness, and finally a uni
ies but multiply trival annoyances; ploration, she manifests the thought 9.09 a. m.—From Van Buren. Caribou
form countesy that knew no difference
Fort Fairfield.
and
the good times we have without fulness, foresight and ingenuity of the , 12.54 p . m . — Fand
r o m B oston . P ortla n d . B a n 
between the humblest patron who
cost of money remain longer in the experienced explorer who understands
gor and Greenville.
bought a ten cent stew and the man
memory than the good times that are the difficulties he must overcome if 1.37 p. m.— From Lim estone, Caribou and
who spent three to five dolars on his
Fort Fairfield.
he is to gain for the world a knowpurchased and delivered to order.
party.
3.10 p. m .—From St. Frances. Ft. Kent,
lust plain service, good values,
also Van Buren, W ashburn.
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
modest profits per capita. The re
6.21 p. m .—From Van Buren, Lim estone.
cipe is Just as good as it was fifty
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
years ago. It is just as much the
7.59 p. m .—From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
winner today as then. Its funda
T i m e tables giving co mplete information
mentals are economically sound.
Made
Postum Cereal Co.. Inc., Battle Creek,

HOULTON

TIMES

It s So Easy to
M ake the Change
There's no bother and no
sacrifice in turning away
from the ills which some
times come from tea and cof
fee, when you decide on

PostumCereal
TKen you have a rich,full-bodied
table beverage which fully satisfies
the taste — and there’s no ingred
ient to harm nerves or digestion.
Thousands have changed to Postum
as the b etter m eal-tim e d rin k
and th ey don’t turn b a ck .
S u pp ose y o u try the change for
ten days an d n ote the result.

Theres a Reason lorPostum

m ay be abtained

YOUR HOME, AND OURS
No matter how much of a chestnut
a story may be, It is always new to
the person who hears it for the first
time.
It Is even so when we advocate
faith In, loyalty to, and the building
np qf the homr community. We have
written and preached until the sub
ject has almost become a chestnut,
yet In every new effort of our pen
there is a sentence somewhere that
atrlkee a sympathetic chord in the
heart of some person. No effort for
local betterment is entirely in vain.
W e live in this town because we
believe In it. We believe in it because
it is a good town, regardless of its
few defects, and its people are the
peers of-Ahose to be found anywhere.
This town may not have the wealth
o f some more favored communities,
but it bae character, and character is

MONEY MULTIPLIES RAPIDLY

ot

ticket

Mich.

by

off i ces.

G F o . M. I i n i ’ G H T O N ,
General P a s s e n g e r A g e nt , Bangor , Mai ne

There is nothing that multiplies so
rapidly as money that is properly in
vested, where it grows like good seed
planted in rich soil.
For safety and a fair yield, deposit
with the Houlton Savings Bank.
Dividends at the rate of 4'? Per
Annum have been paid for the past
ten years.

D ividends at the rate

at

fT

o*««•:

4 % per a n n u m

have been paid for the past nine years

i* 4 .
-V7:

Ho u lto n

m

a

S a v i n g s .B ^ n k

>H b U L T O N , M A I N E '

V.

3

<L
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BUICK

Emblem Sotufoom
e)

HOUS

1-3-5 lb.Packages Only

C a flb e

It is Never Sold in Bulk

We want you to judge the new 1921 Buick on this basis—capacity to give
definite returns on Investment.
Let us demonstrate one of the new Buicks and test for yourself Buick’s
quality of dependability; Inspect the accessibility of mechanism; enjoy its
roomy comfort. The graceful new lines make doubly enjoyable the pleasure
of possession.
•Irtee Jan u ary flrtt, regular equipment on

all

models

Includes

cord

tires

FRED E. HALL COMPANY
HOULTON,

MAINE

For your personal convenience, keep it in
its original dou ble-sea led package— D on’ t
tear or cut o ff top
.Y ¥ 7 T T H a sharp-edged knife or pair o f pointed scissors— we suggest that you
’
Qjt a “ V ” shaped opening at the top-cen tc. on one o f the narrow sides o f
the package. From this opening pour out coffee as wanted— the angle o f the
package acts as a spout— enabling exact teaspoon measurements.

Before replacing package to shelf, turn dow n flap, practically re-sealing package.

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM

D W I N E D I j - W R I G H T C O . BOSTON- * CH ICAG O
'•Principal C o ffe e Roaetere\

HOULTON
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Ontario if it had not been dry. Con remotest ballot box is received.
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
120,000 men would give less than 100,- and persons who had “ no use” f
ventions which would in the natural Thirty days after the official an
000 men actually at work. A parallel liquor themselves naturally had i
Whereas, Elbridge F. Snow, then of
MG STICK FORM for this can be given by any Infantry hesitation in voting to extend tl course of events come to Toronto have nouncement of the result, the ban will Masardis, in the County of Aroostook
gone to Montreal. I believe that we i go into effect,
blessings of total abstinence.
and State of Maine, but now of Oak
The Roosevelt punch is with us officer. When a company has an
would lose seriously through prohibiMeanwhile, Quebec stops exports land, in the County of Kennebec and
The
losers
take
all
the
comfort
they
average strength of 250 men it is
still.
from that province on May 1, in which State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
rare to go into a fight with more than can from the fact that they carried tion.”
dated October 6, 1913, and recorded
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, assistant
the big cities. The Citizens’ Liberty
One of the curiosities of the referen case the only reserves will be in in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
180 men.”
secretary ot the navy, has brought it
in Vol. 271, Page 55, conveyed to us,
Col. Roosevelt then discussed the League fought hard against prohibi dum was the little village of Verner, i Europe.
Ralph A. Stimson of said Masardis
with him into the government ser need of educating the public as to the tion. Prof. Leacock was one of the in the Nipissing region. Every one of
and Jennie M. Rhoda of Houlton, in
most
active
and
effective
champions
its
254
voters
was
recorded
in
the
peace
work
done
by
the
navy.
He
vice and it is running true to big
said County of Aroostook, lot number
wet column.
mentioned the operation of wireless of the anti-dry movement.
ed sixty-seven (67) in said town of
stick form.
“ The majorities in the larger centr.es
communications, weather bureau work
Masardis, saving and excepting rights
Members of Parliament now gather
Opportunity has smiled upon the and the protection given citizens of population in Ontario indicate that
of travel over said lot which was
ed here, are as a rule jocular about
conveyed to Will M. Jenkins by
colonel. In office Just two weeks, the against disorders in various parts of j there is not sufficient moral support the bone-dry vote. The Quebec con Pimples, Boils, Eruptions, etc.—
Randolph Giggy; also lot numbered
chance came for him to demonstrate the world as some of the important <behind the movement to insure the tingent talk of legislation to exclude
Mental and Physical W eakness,
forty-one (41) in said town of Masar
! enforcement of prohibition,” said I. F. Ontarians from Quebec clubs—golf
Are all very prevalent just now, dis, reference to said record being
his ability for running the entire peace functions of the navy.
Here we were interrupted again by j Hellmuth. K. G\, president of the Lib- and other—either as members or and are positive proof that the hereby expressly made for a more
navy when Secretary Denby left for
blood is wanting in the power to particular description of said mortgage
a call from an old friend of his father.; erty League.
defend the body against contagious deed and of the premises therein
visitors.
Another
suggestion
is
a
head
a cruise in Cuban waters. He sat in The assistant secretary bounded ! “ In fact, I will go so far as to say,”
and infectious diseases. They show
tax.
conclusively that the blood needs conveyed; and whereas the condition
the head* chair, met admirals and across the room and grasped his hands he continued, “ that in Toronto, Hamilthorough cleansing, enriching and of said mortgage is broken, now,
Thirsty Ottawa residents bless the vitalizing.
therefore, by reason of the breach of
warmly. “ I am going to be with the ! ton and Windsor it will be utterly
gave orders.
foresight of the Fathers of Confedera
Do not put off giving attention to the condition of said mortgage, we
fleet
in
ten
days,”
he
confided
with
1
impossible
to
enforce
prohibition.
The
And the impression he has cre
these dangerous symptoms.
tion, who established the capital of
claim a foreclosure thereof and here
the enthusiasm of a schoolboy. “ It battle is not over yet by any means,
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today by give this notice for the purpose of
ated is that he is a true Roosevelt
this fair dominion within swimming and begin taking it at once.
will be great sport.” As he showed j “ I um of opinion tiat it was the
effecting the foreclosure of said
Remember, this medicine has
distance of the city of Hull, which is
ami can be depended upon to uphold
mortgage.
the friend out it was with a “ Come vote of the women which was accountgiven
satisfaction
to
three
genera
the best traditions of his illustrious back, come back, any time; the latch-i able for the majority. I am certain in the province of Quebec, where tions, as a treatment for the blood,
Dated at Houlton, Maine, April 22,
thirsts can be quenched under govern stomach, liver and kidneys, and for
that the soldier vote, to a man, was
1921.
family.
string is always out.”
catarrh, rheumatism and other
ment supervision. "
common diseases. It builds up the
This incident convinced me that the opposed to prohibition.”
Every American probably has won
Ralph A. Stimson,
The arid period in Ontario will not system, makes food taste good, and
“ I do not see that the so-called upcolonel
has
inherited
from
his
father
Jennie
M. Rhoda.
helps
you
to
eat
and
sleep
well.
dered If the colonel is a “ chip off the
For a gentle laxative or an active
the knack of getting rid of visitors lifters have any great cause for self- j s*,ar* at once. The official count of
By their Attorney,
old block." He threw considerable
take Hood’s Pills.
You
quickly, but always in a manner to congratulation,” said T. L. Carruthers, the votes will not be made until the cathartic,
George A. Gorham
4th of May. The returns will not be will like them.
light on the matter when, at the navy make them feel they have been en secretary of the Liberty League.
When I was last in Montreal I ! finally tabulated or gazetted until the
league banquet in Washington, on the tertained royally.
imilliiM
illliiurn111iiiriitmiiiIIIitmliilllln111mi11imiiiiimmimhilmmimillmiW
himminiimimitiiiinTimlimnn1
1milIIIIIII1Dlini'lITITIIIfllllinmTnnTTITri-1'!!M
talked
to the king of bootleggers in
When our conversation was resumed
night following the inauguration, he
Canada. He told me, with a smile,
made a patriotic plea for a big navy, Col. Roosevelt paid his respects to
those who think the air force or any that he was an ardent prohibitionist,
in which he fitted gestures to ideas in other force can put the navy out of I “ Are the small places to dictate to
m
A n Old Fam ily
and sometimes it is impossible— Rely
on
Doctor’s
Favorite
peppery fashion.
business.
■ the larger centres of population?
Prescription
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
He had not been in office a week
“At this moment, as at all times,” Are Port Credit, Oakville and other
The
Great Time-Tested Family
when he told a correspondent enthus he said there are many well meaning small places to tell a city such as
Remedy—Nothing better for Croup,
Chills, Colds, Colic—all sudden at
iastically of his plan to get the persons who are proposing impossible i Toronto what it shall do in an imthings for the navy. There are those portant measure such as this? There
tacks. Take inside and outside. Keep
country In love with the navy. This
it in the House— Don’t be without it.
who wish to abolish capital ships and is something wrong with a system of
Sold Everywhere.
Is hlg hobby. "Come in to see me in substitute therefor an air force. The law which permits such a state of
iiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiii iiiiiiiiit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiit iim iiii
a eovple of weeks and I will tell you air force is essentially an arm of the affairs.
“ The bootleggers, as indicated by
more about it," he said. I called at navy, and in my opinion will remain
the time suggested and he was as good exactly that. There always have been the opinion of their chief, are in favor
They say that it
in every country elements who believe of prohibition.
as his word.
The details of this plan 1 am not at that some new invention spells death means money in their pockets and in
liberty to discuss, although it may be of either the infantry in the army or those of their assistants. The liquor
stated they are based upon a decision the capital ship in the navy. But dispensed by the bootlegging fraterniW a s Thin, No Appetite, Had Swollen Lips, Stom ach Pains, Itching Nose
to get the country, better acquainted both remain and will remain. There ty is in a large measure poison.
Would
it
not
be
better
to
purchase
was
a.
time
when
the
machine
gun
with the navy.
A hardy woodsman and enthusiastic The three generations of Lanes have
“The only way to get the people to was supposed to have eliminated the good liquor directly than to purchase
fisherman, Joseph K. Lane, of Lin been kept healthy by using it.”
coln, Maine, lias a very interesting
support the navy properly Is to make infantry and the Whitehead torpedo 1poisonous liquor through underground
Symptoms of Worms: Offensive
record to report. He writes: “ As a breath, swollen upper lip, deranged
it possible for them to understand it," and the submarine the capital ship.! channels ?
boy, thirty-seven years ago, I began stomach, occasional pains about the
he said. "First, they should know Von Tirpitz now says his only regret I “ The Liberty League will still carry
to take Dr. True’s Elixir. Once after navel, pale face, eyes heavy and dull,
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
the necessities of the navy for pur- was he did not devote more time to j on its struggle ;’or moderation. We
Public notice is hereby given that sfx months hauling logs, I came out of twitching eyelids, itching of the nose
have behind us a large body of good Alfred Kvist of New Sweden, in the
paesa ef flslsnri and that It is Im building capital ships.
wood® an,l found my two-year-old and rectum, short dry cough, grinding
citizens, members of churches, who County of Aroostook and State of k°y very sick. He was thin, had no of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
possible to improvise a navy either
must continue the struggle for reason Maine ,by his mortgage deed dated aPPeHt®> had swollen lips, pains in starting during sleep, slow fever,
as lo materials or supplies. It is CANADIAN DRYS
January 31st, 1919, and recorded in stomach, an itching nose, was suffer- constipation.
able laws and personal liberty.
easier to acquaint the public with the
“
I
believe
that
Ontario
is
makine
an
IVo1- 311- Pa*e 36’ °* th<* Southern <"6/™ ™ constipation, for months,
FULL
OF
ARDOR
material side of the problem. The
i believe that Ontario is making an |jjistrjct Ar00st00k Registry ot Deeds,
1 had not been ln t,le house an
personnel side presents difficulties.
Ontario’s vote for a bone-dry pro-1 economic mistake by this course. Last j conveyed to Briggs Hardware Com- hour when an elderly lady—a good
The average cltlsen does not seem to vince overshadows all other news in ! year tourists brought to the province j pany, a corporation existing by law nelShbor came in and told my wife
The result was generally, of Quebec the sum of $16,000,000. Of | with its place of business at Caribou, to ? et a b<?l, le of Dr* True s Elixir,
realise that John Jones can’t be made Ottawa.
vsiMtwa. iu o icouxw
aa
f
4
4 countv and sta te aforesaid a pertain .saying she had seen numbers of simi^ouniy ana &iaie aioresaia, a certain , _ -----------^ . ^
^
a good sailor over night. The modern expected, but the enormous majority that at least half would have come to i piece
or parcel of real estate situated ^ar cases which it had relieved
•pip is one ot the most complicated took even the most enthusiastic drys |«
in the town of New Sweden, to wit; i
boy .A'.as Siven a half dozen
Lot number ten (10), bounded on the , (I°ses of Elixir when he passed a lot
pieces of invention the world has ever by surprise. They are so elated that j
north by the north line of said town ! of little worms, and right away began
they
are
preparing
to
follow
up
th
e
!
seen. Ton can’t take an untrained
of New Sweden; on the east by lot j t0 show improvement; he began soon
man, put him on a ship and expect victory. Strange as it may seem, it I
number thirteen (13); on the south'^0 ea^ with a relish, play around and
will still be lawful to manufacture I
him to function efficiently."
by lot number ten and one-half (10*£)
healthy. He did not have to take
and on the west by the little Mada-1 a ful1 bottle, and in later years, whenAt this point a messenger interrupt liquor in Ontario for shipment to
waska River, so called; containing one : ever he got off his feed, a few doses
ed with the statement that Congress other parts of Canada and to foreign
hundred and ten and ninety-seven i " 0l,I(I straighten him out quick.
man Bosnd-So wished to speak with countries. The drys will petition the
I one hundredths (110.97) acres, more i
When I get constipated, a couple
Dominion government to introduce
the secretary ovCr the telephone.
or less.
( of teaspoons of Dr. True’s Elixir fix
The premises above described a r e ! me O. K.
The colonel took up the instrument legislation to put a stop to that.
“ My son is grown up now and has
the
same premises as conveyed to the
"W e put up a clean, constructive!
and put tons of energy into a cheery
a family of six children, and he has
said
Alfred
Kvist
by
Louis
C.
Stearns
"HdfcvMr. Congressman!" Evidently fight, and we won it,” said the Rev. j
by his Deed of Warranty dated June practically raised his family on Dr.
the connection had not been made. Dr. A. S. Grant of the Ontario referen
6th, 1902, and recorded in the Aroos True’s Elixir. The children go out
JOSEPH K. LANE
Then he tried again with a “ Go-od dum committee. “ This is the biggest
took Registry of Deeds in Vol. 199, and get hold of something not good
for them. It’s hard to watch all the
Page 42.
Nearly every grown up and every
morning, Congressman," just as his victory for prohibition yet, because of
children, and so when they eat some child needs a Laxative. The fond
That
the
condition
in
said
mortgage
father might Have said “ Dee-lighted." Ontario’s geographical position. On
Wildroot is a guaranteed preparation
is broken by reason whereof the said thing they shouldn’t and get sick, the parents safeguard the health of their
which goes right at the hidden cause
The conversation was crisp and to the tario is the hinge on which the door
Briggs
Hardware Company claim a Elixir is given and the family is put children by keeping their bowels in
of coming baldness—the scaly, itchy
in good shape again.
point, and the colonel came back to of the Dominion turns. We have cut = crust of dandn/t. Wildroot removes
foreclosure of said mortgage.
condition. In Dr. True’s Elixir only
“ I have read in the papers you pure herbs are used. No harmful
Dated at Caibou, Maine, April 21st,
the interview without having to ask the backbone of liquor transportation j E S e t h id ^
§
have to take a half dozen bottles of drugs. Keep the bowels regular by
1921.
z healthy scalp.
from province to province.
where he had left efi.
some remedies, but you don’t have to using Dr. True’s Elixir. At all deal
Briggs
Hardware
Company,
Liquid Shampoo or Wildroot “
"In five years from now the Domin ““ Wildroot
"Oeagreas," he said, "has been serido this with Dr. True’s Elixir. Sim- ers. 3 sizes. Buy the larger size.
Shampoo Soap, nmd in connection with —
By its Attorney,
— Wildroot Hair Tonic, will baaten the —
John B. Roberts Pb' a few doses and then quick relief. —Adv.
E treatment.
xoolc’ WW1
E 317
o sly considering reducing the person ion of Canada will be under prohibi- j —
nel of the navy from 120,000 to 100,000 tion of sale and of manufacture, for
men. The average citlsen might think home consumption at least, of intoxi
this would leave 100,000 men in active cating liquor for beverage purposes.” 5 THE GUARANTEED H AIR TONIC E
£
For sale here under a
E
service. As a matter of fact, about 60
The great dry majority was, of
Z
money’ back guarantee
E
per cent, would be left, the other 40 course, due to the farmer vote.

RUNNING TRUE TO

LOSS OF APPETITE

J

If the Doctor Can’tgCome—

Father Found T w o-Y earOld Boy V ery Sick

WILDROO

will improve
h air o r we
p a y you

I

W iU H M W T I

per cent, representing men in training Liquor as a beverage has long been
schools, on leave, etc. A personnel of under a social ban in rural Ontaria,

O. F. F R E N C H & S O N

The Busy Drug Store

THE U N I V E R S A L C A R

&

$595 Ready for Delivery, Houlton

A pipe’s a pal packed with P. A.!
Seven days out of every week you’ ll get real smoke
joy and real smoke contentment— if you’ ll get close-up
to a jimmy pipe! Buy one and know that fo r you rself!
Packed with cool, delightful, fragrant Prince Albert, a
pipe’s the greatest treat, the happiest and most appe
tising smokeslant you ever had handed out!
You can chum it with a pipe— and you will— once
you know that P rince Albert is free from bite and
parch! (Cut out by otir exclusive patented process!)
Why—every puff of P. A. makes you want two m ore;
every puff hits the bullseye harder and truer than the
last! You can’ t resist such delight!
And, you’ll get the smokesurprise o f your life when
you roll up a cigarette with Prince A lbert! Such entic
ing flavor you never did know ! And, P . A. stays put be
cause it’s crim p cut— and it’ s a cinch to ro ll! You try it !

K

fytiNGEAlbert
the national jo y

sm oke

With Spring comes the Rush
Season for Ford Cars
Each year thousands have been compelled to wait
for their cars after placing their orders.

P rince A lb e r t ie
eold in toppy red
huge, tidy rod tine,
hand tom e pound
and halt pound tin
humidore and in tha
pound cryetal glaea
h u m i d o r w ith
epongo moittener
top.

Sometimes they

have waited many months.
By placing your order now, you will be protecting
v

yourself against delay. .You will be able to get reasonably
prompt delivery on your Ford car. And you will have it to
enjoy when you want it most— this spring.
Don’t put off placing your order.

Be r r y & Benn
Bangor Street
Copyright 1921
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem,
N .C .

Houlton, Maine

HOULTON
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1
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ANAH TEMPLE
MYSTIC SHRINE

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Get valuable present C oupons for typew riter ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office
free
selling
Beautiful
Perfume Pack
As is well known the “ Shrtners” of
ets. Send for enchanting sample, also far any machine.
(Continued on page 4)
backing and moral support to the the Eastern part of the State have send five names. You’ll be delighted.
--------bowling team representing this town
For Sale— 1 parlor coal stove, 1-one
organized a temple to be located in Springfield Perfume Co., Springfield,
horse Express wagon. Must sell at
forces have done their utmost to in the International Bowling TournaMass.
118p
once. A bargain. William McIIrov.
biock its program. Surely such a ment held in Fredericton last week. Bangor and are to have their first
117p
tltrllls e v e r y , we 0%er our sincere appreciation. meeting in Bangor on July 1, 1921.
N
O
T
IC
E
patriotic American.
It
is
a
continu-i
.
.
.
„
^
4
,
- *
And especially to Lester S. Kelso who
A Valued Su bscrib er sa y s "E v e r y time
The officials are much interested in
Whereas my wife Laura Cowrie has
ance of that exalted spirit of sacrifice,
that I have used these columns for
that pervaded all citizens when the by his loyalty and unselfishness made getting as many candidates for this left home without just cause, I here
selling
they have been suc
call to arms went forth in April of j the trip possible, we tender our heartby forbid any one trusting her on my cessful.”articles,
Try them.
meeting
and
are
making
efforts
to
account, as I shall pay none of her
1917. It is a promise and a p r e s e n t j felt thanks, and although we failed to
tion in the future of the will to serve bring back the big prize, we feel that Jhave this meeting a success from start bills after this date.
Su bscrip tion s for any M agazine or
the country that lived in war days. on the whole the team made a credit- |o flnlsh am| w,th th|„
Newspaper may be left at the
vlew the
W. H. COWRIE
It is a fair and Just statement of
318p TIMES Office, where the lowest price
, Linneus, Me., Apr. 28, 1921.
able
showing
considering
the
high
the legion's alms; for the m e n o f the
following have been appointed to
can be obtained.
Legion did not lay down their spirit class of bowling we were up against. look after the securing of as many I
W anted— A rent for a sm all family, a
of*service with their arms.
Should a like opportunity be afforded candidates as possible for this meet- j
furnished one preferred. Ready for
us
next
year
the
chances
are
that
a
ing: Chas. II. Fogg, N. L. Kirstead, j
jr .d
y 2 K
&
AmerTcar^L-egion
occupancy June 1st. For particulars
team from this town can be produced Wilford Fullerton, from any of whom !
apply at TIMES office.
218
t t r t a r
S S S that will finish higher in the final blank applications may be secured. '
F o r Sale— Robbins planter with large
w h ? c h m « * 0f them h .v e a r e h e ro e * standing.
Any Mason who has taken his j
fertilizer tank and large seed box,
to the boys growing up
l£ ei t0
W. C. PRUGH
to P ay y o u r
also one high wagon. Inquire of
thirty second degree in the Scottish j
A. L. ROGERS
Hurley Bros., Tel. 409-24.
216p
f K S ' m o T S ' w y other1group ot
rite or who is a member of any Com- j
* ,^ p l. t o " » y wh»ty kind of cttt»n s
J. I. NASON
mandery in the York rite is eligible
G irls W anted for Clothes P in Factory
J. C. MOIR
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
to receive the Shrine degrees.
CECIL STONE
work. Inquire at office of Summit
Included in the program for the Ban
Lumber Company, Houlton or write
WELLIE DUNPHY
gor meeting is a trip to Bar Harbor
to above Company at Davidson.
tf
C. G. LUNT
where an elaborate days meeting has
BURNS McINTYRE
For
Sale
at
a
B
a
rga
in
—
One
pair
of
been arranged, and it goes without
four year old colts, color black. Also
saying that the program will he most
: your choice of four other older horses.
interesting to every man who will
Jeremiah Hurley, Calais Road, Tel.
SPANISH WAR VET.
438-15.
218p
attend, and that means every “ Shrill
s ^ « $ '* 2 £ 3 u a r e
HAD
A
CLOSE
CALL
er”
in
Aroostook
and
the
eastern
part
g * much about our interpretation
Am ateur developing and finishing of
Sethis™ Americanization through part of Maine.
quality. Send for sample photo and
Sn^tion Americanization means ^
price list, get ready for summer. E.
T roubles W ere Getting W orse Eve ry
Alton Bicknell, Rm. 402, 39 Exchange
SV
' “f t - m i h C T e n T S w e ^ e
Day, S a y s Kennedy— Tanlac
S t , Portland, Me.
LAWS
TO
BE
ENFORCED
j
T m ta u ti o“ “ ttfe^egion and politics
Restores Health
I
!

To the citizens of Houlton who so
! generously gave of their financial

______

B o ys A G irls!

Do Not Forget

ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL

Before Tuesday

n o t h K lU tenets to keep a member
S r o i beihg interested in politics,
« « f a c c c ? d l u g ” o htsown

NatlooM ConstHutlou.
» I l l a t i o n in behalf
disabled, war r i s k ln.urance
S -r t e d compensation, soldiers brerer
S S T ia w s the military policy of the
Tfaftcd s i t e s , punishment of draft
« d d J r t e r . It i« a matter

10.16

3.20

7.40

11.45

4.50

3.55

m Sw I M w«II, rm down, oat of sort* and d»feaated. wook, tfliay, oeho In bdok, side, ch««r, or
• V jo a look ma to **$07 1 kssnjr toughj
1 om
worn,
Ii bw irt oAmoIvo, circulation fhoblc.
bands oe foal 1 kats rhauuatism, boart

H S rsuWraohto

Y«a Like «e Feel
k u w m t m w a mod aenMiat soar a u ,

good
mtmmn tor mmm aad otoowl Bars d a ood rigor vita
unm m ta. Hob blood waa sanntrtog Iks oattr*
a m own kaallk prodaotog rtoU trl
__ 1by ntoil in a aafhlr aeewrod paobago, a
m ogootol Ostao Sewed!ee, with fail Utor“
' n , eentotatef cm regular S a w l
> , alao o pamanal package o f Oiion
aftaoSaaspIo Bax o f mu V k a w

Be COS* Teas An U f t a i
nm ,

with 10 canto fiOrer, eadwo
M ttto M l Sawplo Onto* Bowed?
n coal Maaotbar coot.

• X I■ CeWPANT,

Main St.. Bridgewater, Me.
Davidson.

Geo. K.
414p

W anted— T o rent a smalt house, or a

few unfurnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Inquire at TIMES office.
tf
W hy

pay big prices

for

Diam onds

while Osgood is in business.
him.

See

O sgood ’s Hand Made W edding R in g s

are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
Farm ers should keep their accounts

from day to day and use the account
books sold at the TIMES office.
T ypew riter Rib b on s fo r all M achines

as well as Carbon Paper made bv
Webster— There’s none better. Call
or send to TIMES Office.
Furnished

rooms

with

all

modern

conveniences including hot water
heat, transients or regulars. Apply
Tel. 341-4 or 39-12.
tf
B a n k Book No. 16416 issued

by the

Houlton Savings Bank is reported
lost, and this notice is given, as re
quested by law, that a duplicate book
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
April 13, 1921.
316
Farm F o r Sale— 75 acres level, machine

worked fields. Good buildings. Near
market. Valuable wood lot.
Pulp
enough to pay price asked. Must sell
this spring. Owner R. S. Huff, Clinton
Me.
416p

1

_______
N otlco

of F ir s t M e e tin g of

may be ready.

C re ditors '

A . L. Cotton, ConcreteContractor
Make repairs or new work permanent with concrete
2 * iH iiiiiiiifiiiM iiiiiiiH iiiiitM iiiiiiiiiiiM iM iiiiH iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiiiim i!iiiitiM iiiiim M im iiiiiiM im im iiH im iM im m tiiH tM iiiM iiim m iiim iitiiiiii» :
5

X

I Foundations, Sidewalks, Basement F loors, Steps, Culverts,

|

5

-

|

—Drains, Garden Furniture, Vases, Urns and Fence Posts—

i

Reinforced Concrete for Y o u r New B u ild in gs

i
I Repair Contracting a Specialty. Plans and Estimates FurnishI ed. A talk on your Concrete and Repair Problems in no way
| obligates you. All new equipment.Personal supervision on
I -------------------- all work, whether large or small ---------------------

|

|

1

§
|
|
|

j Telephone 293-M
Pleasant Street, Houlton, Maine
jf t ii iii l ii iiM ii iiH iii ii ii ii iii ii ii iii ii M t iii ii ii iH H i ii ii ii iii it ii m i ii H it ii ii iii H ii ili J m iii H i iii ii ii iii ii ii ii iim iH H ilili jm iii im ii ii iii t iii im ii iii ii ii H im t i ii t i i

c P. R.
Change of Time,

b Good Health Worth
10 Cents To Yon?
P

rflid eat caused me awful acute pains.
Gas formed in such quantities that it
ptesaed around my heart until my
breath was nearly cut off. The small
of my back ached dreadfully and
rheumatism in my arms and shoulders
kept me in constant pain. I was so
nervous the least little thing annoyed
me and at night I was so restless and
miserable I could scarcely sleep.
"I started taking Tanlac on the
advice of a friend, and it has only
taken four bottles of the medicine to
rid. me entirely of all my troubles,
Yes, sir, Tanlac has certainly done
the
work lor
for me,
me ior
for Ii now
now eat
eat nne,
fine
m
e worn
sleep fine, feel fine and am enjoying
the best of health.”

In the matter of
I
Louis St. Pierre
| In Bankruptcy
In the District Court of the United States
Bankrupt.!
j
for the Northern Division of the Dis
To the creditors of said Louis St. |
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
Pierre of St. John in the county of
In the matter of
|
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank- 1
Samuel A. Rockwell
| In Bankruptcy
rupt.
I
Bankrupt
|
Notice is hereby given that on the j
To hte creditors of said Samuel A.
Rockwell of Masardis In the county of 2nd day of May, A. D. 1921 the said I
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank Louis St. Pierre was duly adjudi- |
cated bankrupt;
and that the first j
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 29th meeting of creditors will be held at the !
day of April, A. D.. 1921, the said •ffice of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on j
Samuel A. Rockwell was duly adjudicated the 21st day of May, A. D., 1921, at I
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of 10.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which *
may
attend,
his creditors will be held at the office of time the said creditors
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
Kdwin
Vail in Houlton on the 2ist
examine the bankrupt and transact such |
day
of f0ren00n
May’ A’ at
D” which
1921’ at
° ’cIock
|
n the
time10 the
said other business as may properly come be- j
creditors may attend, prove their claims fore said meeting.
j
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt i Dated at Houlton, May 2nd, 1921.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
and transact such other business as may.
Referee In Bankruptcy. |
TftnlftC i8 sold in Houlton at Munro’s properly come before said meeting.
j
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater,
Dated at Houlton, April 29th. 1921.
I ______________________________________I
Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A .
e d w in l . v a il ,
j
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens.
Referee in Bankruptcy

Effective
May let, 1921
From Houlton, Maine
a. m. For Fredericton, via Gib
son Branch, Woodstock,
N. B., Prespue Isle, Edmundston, N. B.
p. m. For St. John and East,
St. Stephen, Montreal, I
Boston. Fredericton.
1
p. m. For Woodstock, N. B. j
only.
I
A rrive, Houlton, Maine
I
a. m. From St. John and East, '
St. Stephen, Montreal,!
Boston, Fredericton.
f
p .m . From Woodstock and|
North, Fredericton via |
Gibson Branch.
p. m. FTom St. John and East. [
St. Stephen and Frederic
ton, N. B.
I

General

F o r Sale or Rent my blacksm ith shop,

Now is the Time

memSum TriS? **»slder*hto attttude on
^ T irm ^ S o w my general outline with
i few remarks on what the legl0JV 8
or trying to do for Its disabled.
Timwar is not over for these men, to
S n it ta hot a beautiful memory laid
*w ar la the rote leaves of time.
U their c . . . it 1. the a g re e d ®
eed heroic which they are apt to
forcot remembering only the sufferm e the shameful neglect and injustice
S S T t o tosto tot because they have
abandoned by the government they
aerved no well end at auch p e a t
aacrlllce. Thin to the picture, thla to
the mate o f affairs to which it b *
co m e , the duty o f the American
Legion to direct the attention of the
American people. There are more
than twenty-two thousand to hospital*
on the Irst ot the year. There are
many more than that atowed away ln
called hospitals as on the first
o f January the rate of Increase was
m ore than 1M0 a month. Eleven
thousand disabled men In dire need
of
hospitalisation,
hundreds and
perhaps thousands disabled ex-soldiers
the object o f public or private chari
ty. Not since tbe armistice has a
brick been laid or a bed provided for
the Influx of patients. That by th
experience of ail wars of all times
w — certain to come and has come as
you all know, the legion this year is
putting first thought and W 10*
acmedy the above. Men, I believe this
w ill give you a fair idQa of some o
oa r duties and our ideals.
Col Hume addressed the boys and
told of some of the incidents in con
nection with what the Government
bad done and was trying to do,
aMkOUgh at times it seemed hard to
understand the delay in such things.
At the close of the meeting a com
m ittee composed of Robert Lindquist,
R. E. Brittain and Dr. Potter were
.appointed to confer with a similar
.committee from the Rotary club upon
any project which they might deem
necessary tor the good of the organi
sation.
Following this a social hour was
enjoyed and the meeting adjourned.

C locks at O sgood’s and

save money.

Farm For Sale— 140 acres on Court F o r Sale— Village farm 85 acres, 18 in
Again the public is notified
street, 1 mile from town on main
fields, pasture for 20 cows, lots of
"I’m now enjoying good health for that every and all laws regard- i
road with 4 horses, 4 cattle, all farm wood and lumber, 8 room house, stable
M
ay
10
machinery, consisting of plow land ancl barn, cellar under all, large shed,
the first time in years, and don’t i ing automobiles and driving,!
pasture and a good wood lot, has cut hen house for 175 hens, city water,
hestitate to give Tanlac credit for both state laws and town ordi-j
90 tons hay. Plow land free of rock, electric lights, furnace. One of the
valuable timber, 8 room house, three bestin this section. For terms address
setting me right,” said William G ., nances, will be strictly enforced!
barns, electric light and telephone. the owner on the place. Anson E.
Kennedy of Togus, Maine, a veteran |without favoritism or partiality
G. F. Merritt, R. F. D 2, Box 111.
Smith, Harriet St., Pittsfield, Me.
217p
218p
of the Spanish American War.
j beginning Monday, May 2. This
a n d s a v e 12 1-2 p e r c t.
I suffered terribly from indigestion includes the driving of an autoand stomach trouble and went to the mobile with only one light, stopH o u lt o n W a t e r C o.
hospital several times, but only got ping on the wrong side of the
a little temporary relief. My troubles Jstreet, speeding etc., also that
Notice of F ir s t M eeting of C re ditors
kept getting worse, and at one time j all wagons must carry a light
tn
the
District Court of the United States j
I thought sure I was a goner. I had i after dark.
for the Northern Division of the Dis- |
O have Tires and Tubes fixed up so you
PA appetite at all and even the little tf
Chief of Police
trlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

« . } « ^ ^ ^ U^ : nidegionP“ m o»ra t

SS '^ a.” "

Buy Alarm

Public notice is hereby given that j
Jonas W. Johnson of Woodland, i n 1
the County of Aroostook and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
January 10th, 1918, and recorded in
Vol. 303, Page 67, of the Southern
District of the Aroostook Registry of
Deeds, conveyed to Peter Norbeck of
said Woodland, County and State
aforesaid, the following described
piece or parcel of land with the build
ing thereon, being a part of lot
numbered 17*6 situate in said Wood
land, bounded and described as fol
lows, to wit; commencing at a point
in the north line of said lot where the
east line of the right of way of the
Aroostook Valley Railroad crosses said
north line; thence, easterly along said
north line two hundred seventy-two
feet to the center of the highway
road; thence, in a south westerly
direction along the center of said
highway road three hundred feet to
the east line of said railroad right of
way; thence, in a northerly direction
along said east line of said railroad
right of way one hundred eightyeight feet to the north line of said lot
17V2 and the point of beginning.
The above described premises are
the same premises conveyed to the
said Jonas W. Johnson by Carl G.
Anderson by his deed of Warranty
dated July 11, 1917, and recorded in
Aroostook Registry of Deeds Vol. 300,
Page 100 Southern District.
That the condition in said mortgage
is broken by reason whereof the said
Peter Norbeck claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April 30th,
1921.
Peter Norbeck,
By his Attorney.
318
John B. Roberts

at hand.

The auto season is near

I am prepared to do all kinds of Vulca

nizing work and having specialized in cord tires
I can guarantee to give you the best of service
New and second-hand Tires in stock

L. W . J e n n e y
Phone 64-W
Mechanic Street

Cates

Garage
Houlton

G o in g to B u ild 9
tYiiracie Double Air Space Cement Blocks, the world’s
greatest underpining material — also the famous
Crescent Cement Bricks that have been tested and
proven to be far superior to any clay brick made
They fully reach all requirements of the standard spe
cifications for brick; furthermore, when you buy 1000
or 100,000 you buy no batts. They are of the full
standard size 2 % x 4 x 8 . If you are going to build it
will pay you to look me up and see this material before
investing money elsewhere. I also make a specialty
of cement walks, monolitic concrete foundations and
basement floors. Old, ugly looking concrete window
stools and lintels which have been built by inexperienc
ed workmen faced with a beaptiful sparkling granite
face and guaranteed to stay as long as the back work
lasts

G. W . V a n T a s s e l
C O N C R E T E C O N TRACTO R
Tel. 57-11

Weeks S t

Houlton

W h e n M en G o
in for Style
Men who know style are particular about fit.
Well-fitting shoes give the whole body poise.
That is why men of good taste like Walk-Over
shoes. They are so carefully made, the materials
in them so well chosen, that more men every day
are coming to know there is no bigger money’s
worth in shoes.
DRESSY AN D STYLISH
I
A d re ssy sh oe d isp layin g
exquisite taste in form and
finish. A g e n tle m a n ’s sh oe
w ith pleasing details o f re
finem ent.
S ee the leather
and the quality

of workmanship

ATURALLY turns our thoughts to the cemetary and the decoration of its
graves. Have you made arrangements to mark your lot with an appropriate
Monument,
Just now we are presenting in larger varieties than ever before
Monuments all ready to be lettered and set in cemetary before Memorial
Day, and at rigat prices,
You are invited to call and examine this exhibit
and in view of the fact that Memorial Day is not far distant we suggest
your early inspection.

Houlton M arble W orks
W . H. Watte, Prop’r

Bangor Street

tssriwrtii-vi.

HOULTON
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“ Tripping down btreet doing no one
They are home safely now but
any harm,
neither
Hogan nor Mooers can get
The grand, jury completed their When a pot-bellied policeman yanked
near
enough
to them to ask if Fred
work Thursday and brought in the
me by the arm.”
ericton is a dull town.
following indictments with subjoined
The song contained a world of
The following stakes for the early charges:
pathos but the policeman had no ear Final Stand ing of Bow ling T ou rn a
closing events for the Woodstock
State vs. Oscar J. Adams, assault for music and the boys beat it. We
ment
Miss Anne Mulcaster spent the week
Subscribers should bear in
Provincial Exhibition have been decid with intent to kill and murder; State
j are not quite certain as to what
Won Lost P. C.
end with friends in Island Falls.
ed upon:
vs. Alva Brooker, setting fire to public constituted the second offense and as St. John Y. M. C. I.
mind that all subscriptions are
6
1
857
Mrs. Nora Taber left for Boston
2.30 Pace, 2.25 Trot, 2.20 Trot, 2.20 building; State vs. Dewey Doll, Willie
payable in advance and the pa
this
is
a
strictly
truthful
narrative
Fredericton
5
2
714
Monday to buy a stock of summer Pace with purses of $500.00 each.
Charriette, Fred Goslin and John Gos- we won’t theorize. There was a St. John G. W. V. A.
5
2
714
per will be discontinued at ex goods.
There will be eight other classes lin, unlawful assemly; State vs. Fred second battle of Bull Run however,
Calais
4
3
571
piration. Notice of such expira
Mrs. F. A. Gellerson went Orono to be named later, including a Free- Drake, common seller of intoxicating
j
with the boys escaping to the hotel. Houlton
3
4
429
tio n Will be sent out the First of Monday evening for a visit with her for-all.
liquor; State vs. Ruel Hodsdon, utter Here they paused and decided to fight.
St. John Black’s
3
4
429
Entries close May 30th, horses to ing a forged instrument; State vs.
brother.
* a c h month.
JIn fact they worked themselves up to St. John Y. M. C. A.
1
6
143
T. A. Foster of the Swift & Co. be named June 20th. Make entries Patrick McDonald, sale of liquor, two |quite a pitch of indignation over the Amherst
l
6
143
Commencing Saturday, May concern spent the week-end with his to J. H. DeWitt, Woodstock, N. B.
counts; State vs Albert McGrath, as way they had been persecuted. They
sault and battery; State vs. Chas Mc I became bold and unscare-able. Nason
"7th, the TIM ES office will close famiy in Bangor.
Pherson, alias Chester Green, uttering : allowed he had fought his way as a
a t noon every Saturday until
Auto registration blanks have ar WHAT THEY THINK OF
a forged instrument; State vs Perley |youth from Green Road to Debec and
rived
at
the
TIMES
office
and
May
be
Sept. 3 . Those having business
THE HOULTON BOWLERS
Moody, common seller; State vs. : back into Houlton. Mac allowed he
•with the TIM ES Publishing Co. had for the asking.
Henry Morin, assault and battery; |had been going home for ? years via
IN
ST.
JOHN,
N.
B.
Rev. H. C. Speed left Monday for
ahould bear this in mind.
State
vs. Fred A. Perkins, breaking, the Foundry on dark nights and he
Members of Black’s alleys team
Waterville to attend a Board meeting
|entering and larceny; State vs. Levit I guessed no Blue Nose custodian of
also
returned
home,
as
well
as
Ern
Qeo. E. Dunn returned home Mon- of the Baptist church.
1Plourd, assault; State vs. Darius Ther- the “ piece” could scare him! Wellie
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lovely attend est Starkey, who was so hoarse from
4 u from e visit In Boston.
i iault, assault.
i
modestly asserted that, like Barry
ed the funeral of a cousin in Island j rooting for the St. John bowlers tnat
Hon. ▲. I*. Lambert, who has been
The
following
cases
were
tried
last
j
he
could
hardly
speak.
He
said:
“
We
Allen,
ha was a bit underweight, but
j
In Boston severe! w eek s,' returned Falls one day last week.
! when it came to grit a sand bank was
CANDY
had a hard time winning that pin and week:
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth are
t o n e MondayConners vs. Robinson, account, ver- j like a barrel of Wm. Tell flour com
believe
me
I
thought
we
were
going
Schrafft’s delicious chocolates
keeping house on Columbia street
Hr. end Mm . A. M. Steckpole of
to lose it in that game with Houlton. diet for plff. for $242.96. Barnes for j pared to him. Matters were really Simmons & Hammond’s fresh choco
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Currier.
Bridgeweter were In town Thursday,
The boys were nearly all in and the plff., Shaw, Doherty & Tompkins f o r ! beginning to look decidedly serious
late covered cherries
Mrs. Marcia Jacobs and son Austin
i for the policeman’s family when
i i k l i i y the trip by auto.
Maine team made a strong finish.” deft.
of Presque Isle were the guests of
Robinson vs. Connors, verdict for suddenly a uniformed shadow hove in
Perfumes
Members of Black’s Y. M. C. A., Vet
Hon. S. P. Archibald was in Van
her sister Mrs. Geo. B. Niles last
Toilet soaps
erans’ and Amherst teams have also deft.
Hot dan. The hotel entrance, which
Baren last week to attend the funeral
Smith vs. York & Fenderson, ver-j was supposed to be wide enough for
week.
,
Talcum powders
returned.”—St. John Times.
■
4D& the late Patrick Therrlault.
diet for plff. for $1051.19. Doherty f j two, saw three panting forms pass
Aroostook Encampment will confer
Fountain pens
Over $200 was realized from the
Tompkins for plff., Brown for deft.
|abreast. Up the stairs they tore, Mac
the Golden Rule degree upon several
Combs,
brushes
.esle at the Congregational vestry last
Cliff & York vs. Fletcher, verdict; forging to the front despite Wellie’s
candidates Tuesday evening, May |A FAREWELL SERVICE FOR
Bath
needs
-week by the ladles of the church.
i
REV. THOMAS WHITESIDE for deft. Brown, Crawford for plff.,! splendid start. Jim, while rather a
10th.
Sprays
Mr. and Mr*. Harry Sowers left
Pierce, Barnes for deft.
and
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Ruth and Mr. and
An
audience
which
filled
the
audi
poor
third,
would
have
made
a
mighty
fhmday far Holden, Me., where they
A verdict of $4500 for the plaintiff poor “ study in still life.”
Massages
Mrs. Horace Kelso were Sunday torium, chapel and isles of the Metho
wfll spend a month at their farm.
was returned by the jury Saturday in
guests of Mr. Harry Wilson and family
They hit their beds with nighties
dist church gathered last evening the case of Porter vs. Pitcher. This
Mrs. Dyke Howe returned to her
In Hodgdon
pulled on over their overcoats (Jim
B o n e In Patten after visiting her
Edward T. McShane, manager of to show their regard for the character was a suit for $12,000 damages for even forgot to take off his hard hat)
father W. P. Mansur for a few days. the Daily News, who was operated and ministry of Rev. Thomas White- personal injuries brought by Mr. and
and they were snoring deeply in
Rev. A. 8. Luce will occupy the upon on Saturday, is making satis side who leaves this week to become Mrs. Horace B. Porter of Montieello eight seconds. A bell-boy with ice
against Ralph L. Pitcher of Caribou, water for Rogers and Stone tramped
RSlpit o f the M. E. church next Sun factory recovery.
district superintendent.
Get it at M u n ro ’s
plaintiffs alleging that they were seri down the hail and Mac flew out on
day as pastor of the church in this
A farewell supper was given to Rev.
The service was presided over by ously injured in an automobile collis
Sown.
Thomas Whiteside on Friday evening,
the fire escape!
The marriage of Harold McGowan Incident to his taking up his new Rev. A. M. Thompson who is the senior ion, due to the negligence of the de
s s i Mias Roes Hogan took place on work in Bangor.
j pastor in town. There was special fendant. The defense was a denial of
Tlmreday Mat, Rev. Tr. aike aWdJntOn Wednesday, May 4th, the W. C. music by the vested choir of the liability.
In the criminal trials the following
T. U . will give a May supper for the j church and a solo by John Peterson
case
has been tried:
*
Bl H. Brown sad Lester Kelso made public at the dining room of the M. E. with Miss Louise Buzzell as organist.
State
vs.
Murry,
guilty.
'& ^business trip to FrSdertoton last church, to which all are cordially
The responsive reading was read by
Phillips vs. Martin on trial.
With by auto, making the trip in four invited.
Captain
Farmer.
Mr.
Thompson
spoke
Messrs.
Geo.
E.
Cressy,
C.
B.
Roars.
BOWLING
Oblef Hogan’s assistants the Silent Esters and B. E. Anderson returned of the united and cordial fellowship
were placed in position Monday from a most successful fish which had existed among the pastors
(Continued from page 1)
A t A ge 45
A t A ge 65
week, the easiest for some ing trip at St. Croix Lake, each bring and of the large part which Mr. White- he came into the dining room as the
ing home a good string of the speckled
4 are well off
5 are well off
side had in making this happy condi old boy is a bit sensitive about his
beauties.
65 are self-supporting
Forty Hour Devotional services at
tion possible. While the pastors hoary tresses. Added to all those
6 are self-supporting
Mrs. T. V. Holdaway left Monday
BL Mary's Catholic ohsrch closed on
present were members of different duties, he was trying to fight off a
15 are dependent
evening for Portland in company with
53 are dependent
‘Teeeday morning and were largely
denominations yet there was essential case of flu which gave every promise
her husband who goes to Grand
16
are
dead
36 are dead
.attended.
unity in spirit and effort. Rev. H. C. of developing into a pus case. Just
Lodge, and together they will continue
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Gibson and Mr. their visit the latter part of the week Speed referred to the positive and to give you an idea of how ill he was!
Thirty-five out of every hundred widows are left in
courageous stand which the departing We personally saw the trim little
-.and Mra. A. K. Stetson spent Sunday in Boston.
brother had shown in civic affairs. brunette waitress catch his eye and
Woodstock, guests o f Mr and Mrs.
absolute want depending on charity (according to the
Commencing next Saturday night,
In a sane, kindiy way he had proven throw him a wink that was a work of
James Gibon,
Chief of Police Hogan will start
records of the Surrogates Court)— 4 7 are obliged to
J. Dal Luther Is coaching the Senior parking autos in the middle of Market himself to be a prophet of God. Rev. art. Accompanying it was a smile
work for a living, and only 18 are left barely enough
•<e|$fls ot Ricker tor the play which Square, Main, Water and Court streets F. C. Hartley spoke of Mr. Whiteside's that rattled the ice in his glass. Lunt
and
Nason
who
happened
to
be
in
the
relation
to
his
church,
of
his
skill
as
tlmy are to put on this month/ “The and those coming into town will bear
to get along with.
M oral: Communicate with
an organizer and of his faithfulness line of fire jumped to their feet and
Rtopement of Ellen.”
this fact in mind.
as a pastor. In every time of trouble in the excitement Charles choked on
Friends of Ansel D. Hatfield, who
For a good wholesome comedy
he had proven a sympathetic friend. a lettuce leaf. But Prugh took his
d m a see the adaptation of Mary 17 weeks ago underwent a serious
The promotion which had come was base on balls, not even swinging at
Heberts Rlnshart’s story “It’s a Great operation upon his spine, are pleased
richly deserved and all rejoiced in his the smile when it soiled over his
District Manager New England Life Insurance Co.
to greet him again upon the street.
DttW* at the Temple, Thursday.
plate. Believe me, a travelling sales
success.
The boys of the bowling team who He is improving daily and expects
regarding how to provide for your widow or old age
Mr. Whiteside was the last speaker man is in sore torment when he won’t
-wesajp FreAsUoton last week, speak soon to regain his usual healthful
and expressed his appreciation for all rise to a bait like that, floating by on
IS die highest terms of the good treat condition.
the kind things which had been said, the current.
ment received during their stay in
Rev. A. M. Thompson officiated at
It is to be sincerely hoped that no
although he was not deserving of
the marriage of Dewey Webber and
-Sbet city.
III IH IH niH tlfm m H IM IM IIim M IH IIIM IflM IIIIIIH tM Ittnim illlltttH IH IIIItllH fllM tllllllllllllllU H IH Iim ifJlllllflllllllM lllltH fllM H fltlM IttflM tinillttV ffim ttl’
them. He paid his tribute to the one “ back home” will ever find out
Dr. 8 . P. Henderson is representing Miss Gladness Clifford both of Island
church for its loyalty and to the wife about the two brass buttoned limbs
Arooetook Chapter R. A. C. and A. A. Falls, and also the marriage of Ray
who is at present in the sanitarium. of Frederictons law threatening to
Hutchinson St. Aldemar Commandery R. Stevens of Ashland and Miss Agnes
At the close of the service large incarcerate Nason, Mac and Dunphy.
.-at the Masonic Grand Lodge at Port- Warman of Ludlow on Wednesday of
numbers came forward to say goodby The first offense was Jimmy “ flatting”
last week at the Congregational
Mad this week.
when singing his little ditty,
to the retiring pastor.
Hon. F. A. Peabody left Tuesday for parsonage.
Augusta where he will attend a meetAbout 25 schoolmates gathered at
tag of the Highway Commission and the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mc§
iiiiiiM iiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim im im im im m iiu iiiim iim m m im m m m iiiiim
S
=
for Portland where he will be present Gary, Columbia street, in honor of
their daughter Vina’s 16th birthday
at the Masonic Grand Lodge.
ILVER for the Dining room. Chamber, I
R ot. Thomas Whiteside occupied on the evening of April 26th. The
Library or Smoking room—we have |
tb s pulpit o f the M. E. church on Sun affair which was a surprise was en
just what you need.
!
day and this week will move to Ban joyed by all. Delicious refreshments
gor where he will make his head- of Ice cream, cake and punch were
The Dining room of course is the place |
W e have leased the Lane & Pearce Store for our
quarters as District Supt. of the M. served.
where good silver is not only a delight 1
8 . conference.
Meat and Grocery business and are better pre
| but a necessity, silver, bright and 1
The violin pupils of Miss Eva
CHURCH NOTICE
pared than ever to serve our customers. Watch
| shining, helps to give savor even to 1
MeGinley will hold their drat public
Christian Science church, corner
§ the simplest meal.
|
recital in the H. H. S. auditorium
our window for specials each day
Military and High Sts.
Wednesday evening, May 11th. They
| Silver for the dressing table is both |
Sunday morning service at 11
Meats, Groceries and Fruit
will he assisted by Miss Christina
o’clock.
|
practical and beautiful. Men like it |
Murray and John Houghton.
Subject for May 8th: Adam and
|
as
well for their use as do women.
|
Mr. and Mra. A. E. Astle left Satur
Fallen Man.
day evening for Boston where they
| Make your next gift of Silver. Here it |
Sunday school at 12.15 p. m.
win spend a few days with their
Lane
&
Pearce
Store
Market
Square
| is possible to spend as little or as |
Wednesday evening Testimonial
daughter. Mr. Astle will return to
meeting at 7.30.
f much as you choose.
f
Portland to attend the Grand Lodge
F. A A. M. which is held there May
| Everything marked in accordance with f
COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA
3- 5.
| 1921 prices.
|
Carl H . Turner representing the
1 Pearl White’s picture “ The Thief”
-.at the Temple, Friday, is equal to any Community Chautauqua, was in town
^ iiiiiiim iiiiiiiim m iiiM iiiif im iiiiiiiiH iiii. iiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit m t if M J iiit j m im iiiJ iiiiiiiii;
J 2 w e l e r and
thing she has ever done. Pearl has Monday and met the signers of the
Optometrist
the knack o f wearing wonderful crea guarantee at the Municipal Court
Houlton
tions and her gowns in this picture room and gave an outline of the
are going to win you for sure. The program to be presented in Houlton |
on July 18-23, when the entertainment j
picture is lavishly staged.
Much sympathy is expressed to Mr. will be given in the tent and not in i
niMimmi!!
j
and Mrs. Albert E. Klien in the the grand stand as formerly.
The following officers were elected
sudden death of their oldest daughter
Phone 98-M when in need of Fresh Baked Pies i =
Freda N., which occurred on Wednes for the ensuing year:
Cookies, Doughnuts, Cakes or—
Pres., Mrs. Eunice Lyons
day evening after an operation for
Vice Pres., Mrs. Chas. P. Barm's
tonsils and adenoids at the age of five
Treas., Wilford Fullerton
years. The cause of death was due
to loss of blood from the operation.
Seedy., Albert K. Stetson
The following chairmen for t h e :
She was a very lovable and attractive
child and will be much missed. The different committees were appointed:
bereaved parents left on the night
Tickets, Mrs. Eunice Lyons
|
train with the remains for New York
Grounds, J. G. Chadwick
where interment was made.
Advertising, Chas. H. Fogg
We can supply you promptly.

EARLY CLOSING EVENT FOR
WOODSTOCK PROVINCIAL
EXHIBITION SEPT. 13-16

OF L O C A L I NT E RE S T

S. J. COURT

M others
Day Gafts

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

B abson’s S ta tistic s

show that in every hundred men

i']1

N.

C.

Estabrooke

| Make Your Next | j
| Gift of Silver |

Ready for Business in
Our New Store

E. A . Gillin & Co.

J . D . Perry

Golden Crust
Bread

Use them every day then acquire
the habit, we'll do our part to your
satisfaction.
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E agle L ake Cam ps

There’s health-building properties in
every crumb of our products.

HE finest spot in the State of Maine
The best fishing in Aroostook.
Camps six miles from

railroad

Mail orders given
prompt attention

station by motor boat. Telephone
message will bring us to meet you

Saul

sides bread.

C am pbell’s B akery

Michaud
Eagle Lake, Maine

We make other good thngs to eat be

Chadw ick, Florist

H. E. Tingley, Prop’r
Houlton, Maine

HOULTON
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In 1886, when the fight against tu the great insurance companies. In Capt. Cooper. “We jumped freight
given until a favorable report has
berculosis
was inaugurated, every sev ten years it has cut down the death trains at night when we could and
been received.
No person Is more easily moved by
Some sound and simple rules to enth funeral in New York was that of rate among its policy holders nearly walked through the woods when we
an appealing story than the average minimize fraud and increase the a victim of tuberculosis, Dr. Copeland six times as fast as the decline in the couldn’t get a ride, sleeping mostly in
American business man. This may be efficiency of money devoted to charity said. The mortality rate was 37 to general population.”
the daytime. Everywhere the peasants
were kind to us.”
a tribute to bis generosity,*but certain work may be stated as follows: Don’t 10,000 of the population.
ly not to his Intelligence and good answer remit-or-return letters from
Despite the optimistic outlook of U. S. FLIER ESCAPES
He thought the Bolsheviki would
Judgment. It is not uncommon to organizations with which you are not the present, Dr. Copeland sounded a
continue long in power as an extra Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi*
SOVIET CLUTCHES ordinary commission running Russia. culty in urinating, often mean
bear the remark, “ Well, I suppose 1 acquainted. Examine the merits of note of warning.
get trimmed occasionally, but 1 would the project to be benefited. Never
Capt. Merion C. Cooper of Jackson He found the peasants against the serious disorders. The world's
"We must remember that the pre
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
rather have it that way than miss an feel compelled to contribute to sectar sent good results in tuberculosis are ville, Fla., the Kosciusko squadron Bolsheviki.
opportunity to help a really worth ian organizations unless you are a in part cumulative,” he said. "The flier who was shot down on the Polish | He declared the American prisoners bladder and uric acid troubles—
while cause.” Such a point of view member. Don’t keep on giving year
general decline in the tuberculosis j front and captured by the Russians j jn Moscow were receiving very little
is well meant, and without doubt after year to a cause without an mortality rate since 1886 represents a last July, escaped from a prison camp
food, especially Capt. Kilpatrick of
shows a spirit of sympathy and kind occasional checking up of its work.
long fight. But today, with bad hous near Moscow on April 12 and arrived the Red Cross, with whom Capt. Coop
liness; but it should not be over Refuse to give to any organization ing conditions and the constant admis in Riga recently.
er lived at the prison camp. Some of
looked that loose, careless giving that does not issue an annual report,
While serving with the Poles in the food received was in bad condi
sion to our country of persons suffer
seriously injuries the deserving chari with an audited financial statement. ing from tuberculosis, New York is their operations last summer against tion.
taring qjick relief and often ward off
ties.
Also insist on knowing something of headed toward a rise in the tubercu the Bolsheviki, Capt. Cooper disap
diseases. Known aa the national
Capt. Cooper is go ng to Warsaw. ffeadly
remedy of Holland for more than 200
In a large percentage of these cases the character of the methods employ losis rate five years from now.
peared behind the soviet lines in
He is bronzed and wears a heavy years.
All druggists, in three aixeeu.
the organisation or cause appealed for ed, and require adequate evidence
“ There is no doubt that the health j Galicia on July 13. It was learned beard. When he arrived he wore blue keek for the bum Gold Medal oa every bu t
does not exist. It is also true that in that results, in serving a public pur examination of immigrants is wholly j
and accept no imitation
September that he was a prisoner overall.
many instances the charity projects pose, justify the money expended.
inadequate. I recently sent an in- j Russia. Numerous efforts had been
Do not give money on the street. spector to an East Side school, where made since to obtain his release,
are run in such a haphagard and un
businesslike way as not to justify This method of raising funds is not he found eleven cases of tuberculosis , His airplane had been brought down
financial support. Foreigners say that only expensive, but it has been so among the children. Nine of these ■by Cossacks connected with Gen. BuAmericans are money mad, but the abused that the plan is falling into were recent arrivals in this country.1denny s forces.
fact remains that our rush after disrepute. Insist on a receipt for
“ If we keep on admitting active 1 Cooper had made an earlier attempt
wealth has failed to develop us into every contribution, which shall show cases of tuberculosis we will find our i at escape, and succeeded in getting
a race of sophisticated, hard-headed the name and address of the organiza rate going upward in a very few ; free for several days while still near
givers. If we were not easily swayed tion to which the money was given. years.
the Polish front. When he was re
by the softer motions of pity, dollars Giving a receipt is the first step in
'Save the surface and
captured
he was sent after a few
Dr. Philip P. Jacobs of the National
you save all
would not flow so easily into the proper accounting, and all worthwhile Tuberculosis Association emphasized weeks to Moscow, where he was con
greedy grasp of many gentlemen of organizations follow this businesslike cumulative effect of anti-tuberculosis sidered not a Polish but an American
urbane manner. Neither would we plan. Never accept a hitherto-un- work by public and private agencies prisioner. He was in several prison
Prepared in Natural Varnish, also with stain combined,
giving beautiful imitations of all the hard woods, such as
fell for the clever crook who solicits known organization as its own valua of all kinds which has been conducted camps and worked last winter shovel
C h e r r y , W a ln u t , M a h o g a n y , Lt. O a k , D k . O a k , G o ld e n
donations over the telephone and then tion. Inform yourself concerning it actively during the last ten years as ing snow on the railroads. Ultimate
O a k , R o se w o o d , etc.
sends a messenger for the money. It through disinterested agencies. Re largely responsible for the fall in the ly he was transferred to a work camp
S h o w a T h e G r a in o f t h e W o o d
Is difficult to believe that successful fuse to advertise in programs until tuberculosis mortality rate, but added of prisoners. He did not give his
IT IS TOUGH — WATERPROOF — DURABLE
CARMOTE
F L O O R V A R N IS H
business men could be so easily delud you know whether or not the advertis- tha(. the jmpr0vement in living condi- captors his real name. He learned
It is a wonderful finish for Floors, Chairs, Tables, Window
ed, hut the records of official investi ing is offered on a sound business tions, due to higher wages and the that his real identity was about to be
Sashes, Bookcases, Desks and all other interior wood-work
gators show that like instances of basis. Don’t advertise blindly, but be consequent elimination of strain and revealed through the efforts of some
charity cheating are matters of dally sure that your money is financing a worry, had undoubtedly been an im- outsiders to obtain his release, and
HO ULTON G RAN G E ST O R E
occurrence in most of our big cities. bona-fide proposition. ,
portant factor. The favorable condi- [ he decided to take a chance to escape, j
S M IT H BRO S.
Last, and most important of all, tions of labor generally, shorter hours j together with some Polish friends, j
8 o many people made an easy living
during the war while connected with remember that, the rule, Investigate as well as higher wages, Dr. Jacobs j To the peasants whom he met after 1
projects for war relief, bogus as well before you invest, applies to charities considered most important. He point his escape he represented the two |
as bona fide, that It is only to be ex as well as to financial undertakings.
ed out that another vital factor is the P o l e s as former Austrian-Polish j
pected that a large number of profes
increased health activity in this prisoners of war on their way home
sional charity solicitors should now be WAR HELPS FIGHT
while he claimed to be a German j
country all along the line.
attempting to gain a livelihood from
prisoner, similarly homeward bound, j
"There
never
has
been
a
time,”
he
ON TUBERCULOSIS
line of work which once seemed
“We adapted the American hobo j
said, "when city, State and Federal
The war was not altogether evil in
to be so easy and profitable.
bureaus, as well as private agencies, methods to our circumstances,” said 1
A number of semireligious organiza its results, according to experts in have been hammering at the public on
tions appear to be sincere in their tuberculosis, some of whom attribute the subject of health as during the last
aims, hut lack system in their methods. the remarkable fall in the tuberculosis also added their bit to the health pro
Recently one group refused to account
paganda, Dr. Jacobs thought.
for their contributions, alleging that mortality rate recently announced
“ While war has its bad effects on
they all came in answer to prayer and partly to improved conditions brought health,” he said, “there were also
Tuberculosis some good results. Men gathered into
curiosity concerning them was sacri about by the war.
legious. Organisations that refuse to mortality rates in New York city show camps from all parts of the country
adopt businesslike methods are almost a decrease of 31 7-8 per cent since naturally meant a high percentage of
as undesirable as the dishonest pro 1918. In 1918 the deaths from this contagion. But when those men came
jects. A case in point is that of a cer disease were 160 to 100,000 of the back after months or years of military
tain hospital, where it was discovered population. In 1919 the rate dropped training even those with only the
merely by accident that the treasurer to 133 for 100,000 population and in minimum impetus toward physical
of the institution had been quietly 1920 there was another drop to 109 for upbuilding gained through their trainpocketing the funds intrusted to him 100,000 population.
ing in camps, added somewhat to the
and "#ing the money in speculation.
While it is everywhere agreed that interest of the community in physical
H ie thefts, which had continued over the surprising decrease of the last well being.
a period o f years, would have been two years is largely due to anti
“A demonstration of what education
promptly revealed by a proper annual tuberculosis campaigns and other al and hospital work may do for the
audit. Worthy organizations have efforts of health organizations, both tuberculosis death rate is to be found
their dishonest understudies, and care public and private, to check the in the intensive campaign among its
should be taken to distinguish be spread of the disease, it is also stated policy holders carried on by one of
tween the real and the false societies. that undoubtedly the improved econ
Many of the solicitors for fake omic conditions which have prevailed
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
charities believe in a seasonal appeal. during the last two years of high
]n the summer they collect for fresh- wages have been an important factor
Whereas Ina M. Henderson of Fort
g!t benevolences, while in the winter in the rather sensational fall of the Fairfield in the County of Aroostook
and State of Maine, by her mortgage
their begging is based on the necessity mortality rate.
deed dated November sixth, 1919, and
of providing coal and food for the
Dr. Royal Copeland, Commissioner recorded in the Aroostook Registry of
destitute. Investigations have shown of Health, said when asked to what Deeds, Vol. 314, Page 469, conveyed to
that in many eases the poor and needy he attributed this sudden fall in the me, the undersigned, certain real
family is the solicitor's own house mortality rate, that he believed it to estate situate in said Fort Fairfield,
reference being hereby expressly made
hold, and it usually develops that this be due very largely to improved eco to said record of said mortgage for a
particular home is anything but nomic conditions, based on higher more particular description of the
premises
therein
conveyed;
and
poverty-stricken.
wages.
whereas the conditions of said mort
The elimination of take charities is
“ Conditions of living have been bet gage are broken, now, therefore, by
being undertaken by chambers of ter,” said Dr. Copeland. “ Families reason of the breach of the conditions
commerce and other business organi have been better nourished, and hope of said mortgage, I, the said Frank A.
sations in a number of cities. The and the awakening of ambition which Dorsey, claim a foreclosure thereof
evil practice, however, and the losses came to many men and women with and I hereby give this notice for the
purpose of foreclosing the
said
resulting therefrom will not be stop the ability to get good work at good mortgage.
ped until the public itself becomes prices during and after the war also
Fort Fairfied, Maine, April 22nd,
Interested in the matter and lends its helped a good deal. When a man is 1921.
Frank A. Dorsey
cooperation. In one large city a hopeful and ambitious, he takes a new
By his Attorneys, Powers & Guild
mendicancy squad has proved to be a lease of life.”
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successful experiment. This group
has helped the genuinely unfortunate,
W W W W W W V W W W W W W W V V W W V W V V V V W » * « V .V |
while at the same time it has been
Instrumental in having the cheats
SavingsJDept.
Bond Dept.
arrested and tried as impostors.
So flagrant and numerous have been j
the dishonest charity solicitations
during the past year that a national
organization, backed by a group of
public-minded citizens, has taken up
the work of investigating questionable
There are very real reasons why
individuals and concerns in every part
of the country. Thousands of dollars
we can give you Unusually Good
would be saved for investment in
Service. W e invite Correspondence
worthy causes if business men would
make it a rule never to contribute to
or a Conference
solicitors for charity funds when first
approached, but always to write down
carefully the name and address of
the headquarters of the organization,
and the people managing it, and then
tend the data to the information or
o f H o u lto n , M a in e
charity bureau of the local chamber
o f commerce. No money should be
G o v ’t Depository

CHARITY DONT’S

SLOW
DEATH

GOLD MEDAL

j

CARMDTE n
FLOOR VARN ISH

Saving ?

RE N’T you thinking about saving than
you were a year ago?

M ost folks are.

<| One plan of saving that appeals to
the thrifty, because it combines sav

ing with a good yield, is to invest in

Central M aine Power Company 7 per
cent Preferred stock on the Saving
Plan,

fj You can buy it for as little

as $ 1 0 do wn and $ 1 0 a month.

You

get the stock at the same price as the

man who buys a hundred shares for

cash. On your dividend payments
you get (> 1-2 percent interest; on
your stock you get $ 7 per year per

share,

ffl W h y not get in the invest

ing class via the savings route?

If

you are interested send the coupon

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

and learn about this ruad to prosper
ity.

F*rst N a tio n a l Bank
Member Federal
Reserve System

Founded 1882
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E

Public notice is hereby given that
Edward J. Ryder of Caribou, In the
County of Aroostook and State of
Milne, by bis mortgage deed dated
March 6th, 1917, and recorded in Vol.
997, Page 69, of the Southern District
of the Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
conveyed to Albion Rttnnells of Cari
boo, in the County of Aroostook and
State of Maine, a certain piece or
parcel of real estate, situate in the
town o f Perham in said County of
Aroostook and State of Maine, to
w it; Lot numbered forty-six (46) In
said town, (Burleigh’s Survey), being
the same premises conveyed to the
said Edward J. Ryder by Frank L.
Bragdon by his deed of Warranty
dated March 5th, 1917.
That the said Albion Runnel Is by
his deed of Assignment dated March
4th, 1920, and recorded in said Regis
try in Vol. 306, Page 111, sold, assigned
and conveyed the said mortgage and
the debt thereby secured to Briggs
Hardware Company, a corporation
t n ^ ^ g by law with its place of busi
ness at Caribou, County and State,
aforesaid.
That the condition in said mortgage
la broken by reason whereof Briggs
Hardware Company, aforesaid claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bated at Caribou, Maine, April 21st,
1921.
Briggs Hardware Company,
By its Attorney,
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Central Maine Power Co.

W A W W W W W W w J w W W W W W W W W t fW W W W V W W A WAftaJC

Augusta, Maine
THE SAFE WAY FOR
INCREASING MONEY
Is to deposit it regularly with the
Houlton Trust Co. where it will go to
work for you promptly, and soon
acumulate at interest.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Ac
counts.

COUPON
Central Maine Power Company,
Augusta, Maine.
Please send me information about
your security as an investment for
Maine people.
N a m e .......................................

4 % Interest Paid n Sa v in g s Accounts

Address..................................
HT5-4 2 1 ..................................................
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hours and 44 hours per week, is now been said about the inconvenience to bination civil and military free who in the sixteenth century helped erte, “he could not refuse aid and hos
masonry, to which belong the most deliver the Dutch from the Spanish pitality to a German Johannster with
12 hours a day and 72 hours a week. which some people had been put.
aristocratic families of Germany, Hol mercenaries.
Recalls
N
ation’s
Sacrifices
out calling down upon himself the
Sometimes compulsory work is per
“
Being
a
Johannster,”
says
the
Libland,
Belgium,
England
and
even
some
“But,”
she
added,
“
what
about
the
hatred
of all members of his order.”
y ^ i M industrial workers are “ liv formed on Sundays, which makes 80
French.
It
is
the
modern
outgrowth
great
sacrifices
the
nation
has
made?
hours a week.
ing through an unexampled tragedy
of the Order of St. John, the military
“ Seeing that the remuneration in If there is one thing the Anglo-Saxon
according to a report made to the
organization which was at its height
people
pride
themselves
upon
it
is
leteenatlonal Metal Workers’ Fed money is quite insufficient,” continued
of power in the twelfth century.
their
honesty;
we
are
not
all
honest,
•ration by representatives ot the the document, “the soviet government
but we admire honesty. Fancy try
Thirty-five years ago Wilhelm reor
Menshevist organisations of metal shows a tendency to pay the workmen
ing
to
make
us
believe
the
bill
will
ganized
the German section of the or
workers In Soviet Russia, which was in kind—food and clothing. However,
have the effect of selling more tea, der under the name of the Knights of
this
remuneration
is
equally
insuffici
made public by the American Federa
ent. In Petrograd each workman has buns and cocoa. It isn’t honest. We St. John, adopting the costume and
tion of Labor.
can see through it all. It is the thin the emblems of the Dutch order and
as well as GENTLEMEN may secure
This report, which was translated a ration card ‘A’ which entitled him nest camouflage ever presented in seeking out the descendants of the m
to
from
one-fourth
to
one-half
pound
and sent to this country for the in
the use of a
Parliament. Drink destroys efficiency, first Johannsters. He heaped German ^ aj^
formation of American workmen by of bread per day. This, together with therefore it affects every, industry in honors upon them, with the result
the secretaries of the Metal Workers’ the ’Nasic card,* gives a pound of the country. This bill would increase that when the war broke out he had m
Federation at Berne, Switzerland, bread per day. Other necessities are drinking. I warn the supporters of j gathered thousands of the scions of
described at length alleged “ furious distributed occasionally and different the bill that the drink traffic has not Jthe leading Dutch families to the
persecution’* of organized labor in ly in various districts.
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
the hold on the nation that it once heart of the German court. Mean
“ In Petrograd this summer card ‘A*
Russia by the Bolshevist authorities.
possessed. The bill threatens thou while he had made himself grand
well as a room to open their Boxes in*
I. B. 8trumlllo, member of the board entitled the holder to five ' or six sands of homes in this country.”
master of the German Knights, with
pounds
of
wheat,
three
or
four
pounds
where they may open them as often
of the Perm Metal Workers’ Union,
When Lady Astor was interrupted, a voice of authority in the Dutch
who with I. O. Copovaloff, president of of fish, M pound of tobacco, % pound she retorted: “ Do listen. I may be councils of the Johannsters.
as necessary.
the Metal Workers’ Union in Vodkln- of sugar per month per head.
rude, but I am not long winded.” She
T h e Johnnsters are
scattered
“ Footwear and clothing are distrib then went on to say: “ What the coun
old (Ural), compiled the document,
Call at the Bank and let us S H O W
throughout Europe, but they all have
1o now in the United States as a dele uted irregularly and therefore it is try wants is a real temperance bill sworn by their ancient traditions to
YOU
gate from his union, commissioned to impossible to state even approximate based on experiences gained during
lend sympathy and material aid to
inform the organised workers of this ly how much a worker gets of this the war. The first object of this bill |n6edy members of their order, and
oooptry •»
conditions under the kind of remuneration.
is to sell drinks. It isn t a bill to try . especially to those who are named* in
fkrriet regime In Russia.
“Workmen from the Kolpinsky to make home life better. It is not the Johannster annals. This explains
*-The cup d’etat of November, 1917, Works (near Petrograd) announce: trying to make the parlor more attrac the ease with which the ex-Kaiser
pat the Bolshevists in cower,” said ’It is sad and shameful to think that tive for the poor little fly.”
crossed the Dutch frontier and im
It is not believed that the Govern mediately sought Count van Benthe document, “and from that time on the Russian workman is condemned
the terrible fratricidal struggle con to extinctiqn owing to the foolish ment will introduce its bill at this tinck’s refuge, it being common talk
tinned. Those very men who only yes economic policy of the Bolsheviki. session, but probably will wait until in Doom that Count von Bentinck is
terday called themselves the friends Half of the Russian proletariat have autumn. Meanwhie it is hardly likely descended from a Johannster chief,
of the workers now began the furious already perished. Outside the towns that the Defence of the Realms act,
persecution of those workers by whole there is food in plenty; is is, however, restricting the sale of liquor to certain
N O T IC E T O C O N T R A C T O R S
sale arrests, atrocities and murder, impossible to get at it. Purchase a n d , hours, will remain in force.
State H igh w ay Construction
|
Incited by demagoglsm, calumnies and sale are prohibited, prices are high
Sealed proposals addressed to the
beyond reason.’
JOHANNSTERS WHO
State Highway Commission, Augusta,
“ Under the camouflage of Commun
“ A workman from the Pootilloff j
Maine,
for building six sections o f ,
AIDED KAISER KEEP
state highway, in the towns of Wind
ism, acting in the name of the work' Works (in Petrograd) says: ‘In the,
HIM IN HIS HAVEN ham 8.64 miles, Skowhegan 6.44 miles ,
lag classes, using the language and full sense of the word we are starv-1
„
„ ,
. and Calais 6.00 miles with bituminous
battle-cries o f Socialism, the Commun ing, as we exist on bread and soviet
The Entente Allies have no hope of |macadam surface, Gray 7.08 miles j
1st government commenced its work soup alone. We are completely ex- j getting the ex-Kaiser out of Holland j with cement concrete surface and *
-4if destruction. In order to clear their hausted owing to excessive overtime until the order of Johannsters dis-; Littleton 6.51 miles and Monticello
ewn way, the Communists declared and insufficient nourishment.’ ”
I bands, for It is through the efforts ot j 2 1»
Y ‘ tlL gravel 8“ rtace’ “ c„h
[
’
,
^
, ’ endorsed with the name of the Town,
ot
that freedom of speech, unions,
members of this order that Wilhelm ! wm be received by the Commission
strikes and meetings were a ‘superstiI obtained asylum on the estate o f , at its office in the State House,
tlemef the bourgeois®' and condemned LADY ASTOR GIVES
|Count von Bentinck, according to dis- j Augusta, Maine, until 11 o’clock a. m. j
WETS HARD BLOWS •coveries by a French correspondent * (Standard time) May 12th, 1921 and
i h who demanded political rights as
at that time and place publicly open‘counter-revolutionists.’ Many com Lady Nancy Astor interested and at Doom during the ex-Kaiserin s j ed and read The work will consist j
perished in prison, were sen- amused the House of Commons at the funeral. The Johannsters’ Holland of grading, drainage, foundation and !
to hard labor o r even shot, for expense of John Barleycorn during branch is said to be a sort of com- surfacing.
|
Each proposal must be made upon :
the crimes of asking for freedom.”
the debate on the licensing reform bill
a blank form provided by the Com
“The whole policy of the Communist which is generally recognized as a
mission, for copy of which one dollar i
DANGERS OF A COLD
will be required, and must be accom- j
soviet government toward the Russian liquor “ trades” measure and is de
working classes and their organiza signed to give longer hours and Houlton People W ill Do W ell to Heed panied by a certified check for 10% |
of the amount bid, payable to the
tions” declared the document, can be greater freedom to public houses.
Them
Treasurer State of Maine. The certi
I am for ideal homes rather than
summed up as follows:
Many t^d cases of kidney trouble fied check will be returned to the u n .!
successful bidder unless forfeited
“The freedom of the unions is abol ideal public houses,” was one of Lady
result from a cold or chill. Congested under the conditions stipulated.
Astor’s
quick
remarks.
Among
other
ished. The unions are established and
kidneys fall behind in filtering the poiA surety company bond satisfactory :
work under the control of the soviet were these: “ You can’t make drink
sonfcaden bood and backache, head to the Commission, of not less than ;
.^authorities; and can only act in the respectable.” “ We hear much about ache, dizziness and disordered kidney one-fourth nor more than one-half o f ;
the amount of the contract, will be ■
way prescribed by the soviet authori- it in the name of freedom. Freedom
action follow. Don’t neglect a cold. required. Plans may be examined and i
for what? Freedom to drink more.”
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills at the first copy of specifications and contract
“Freedom of meetings is abolished. And, referring to the waning political sign of kidney trouble. Follow this may be obtained at the office of the
Commission, Augusta, Maine.
▲ decree has been issued in accord influence of the liquor traffic: “ The Houlton resident’s example:
The right is reserved to reject any
ance with which meetings can only soldiers used to sing ‘The poor old
Mrs.
Jos.
Conlogue,
33
North
St.,
or all proposals.
be arranged by permission of the Kaiser ain’t what he used to be.’ ”
says: “ Every time I take cold it's
WILLIAM M. AYER, Chairman.
A s G overnm ent's Cham pion
aorlet authorities.
sure
to settle on my kidneys and
PHILLIP J. DEERING
Lady Astor figured as the leading
FRANK A. PEABODY
“Freedom of speech is abolished.
champion (or the Government, which hring ° " attacks ° f »ackache. At
State Highway Commission
R Is a crime to utter a word against
Made by Postum Cereal CoJnc.,Battle Creek.Mich.
times I have had to let my houseworc
PAUL D. SARGENT,
while delaying the introduction of its
-the Communists.
go undone as my bad was so lame
Chief Engineer.
substitute bill has strongly indicated
“Strikes are declared conter-revolu- it. opposition to returning to anything and painfu1' There was a du" kind Dated at Augusta, Me., April 23, 1921. i
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tlOMury acts. Workmen who go on like pre-war conditions. With her w it !<,f pain iust over my kidneys and .")y
■ m b are punished with a brutality I and orig ilia lity f which always hold the eyes would get puffy underneath. My
aakeard of In western countries.. House she riddied the bjll with telling j kidneys weren’t acting as they should.
Strikers are not only imprison
utj argUment8> very capably holding her ! As soon as I got Doan’s Kidney Pills
^deprived of their rations.
, own against the opposition, which was j at Cochran’s Drug Store and began
“ Almost all branches of industry j inspired by the nature of the subject j using them I was relieved. I might
; say it has been some four years since
4 i e under martial law. Workers can- under discussion.
|I last used Doan’s and I think the two
e e l change from one factory or ocThe bill proposes among other
•cnpatien to another. They are forcib things to extend the hours in which |boxes cured me completely and I am
ly enlisted In so-called ’labor armies’ liquor selling places may keep open II glad to recommend them.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
■-waA overtime is comulaory.
from six to a minimum of nine hours
64
“Trade unions do not exist as inde and a maximum of eleven hours, with Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
i---------------------------------------------------------pendent bodies; they are subordinat local option to decide if the hours ,
j
(COPY)
ed to a central organization and thus shall be from 5 a. m. to midnight,!
LIBEL FQR DIVORCE
oonverted into a compulsory govern and also the formation of licensing
ment apparatus.
courts of appeal presided over by j To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
“A* a result of this policy, the Rus three specially appointed judges.
J Judicial Court, next to be held at
Caribou, in the County of Aroostook
sian industrial workers, being put into
Col. John Gretton, in making a mo
and
of Maine:
desperate position, and* unable to tion for a second reading of the bill, i Zula State
A. Phillips of Smyrna in said
This trade-mark Is branded in red
obtain help from tbeir own orgf.niza- attacked the Liquor Control Board, ! County of Aroostook, respectfully repi the side o f the Willard Threaded
>er Battery— the only
c
Rubber
battery
tkRM, desert the cities and go to the 1and said tbe trade regarded itself as ' resents that on the thirteenth day of
with Thrjaded Rubber Insulation.
a servant of the people, and that the 1September. 1913 at Woodstock. N. B.
BecaQM a large number of workmen , bill was mtended to remedy the Phillips, whose residence is now unbave deserted the cities and are seek- difficulties affecting the trade.
: known to your libelant, that ever 1
in g'to earn their living in the country,! Lady Astor urged the House to look since said time she has conducted herthe document declares that"In order! at the que8tion trom a natlonal point j aolf towards said Libelee as a faithful.
- 1
M
true and affectionate wife but that
to flovo (be situation and- to detain
of view and argued that the Control said Libelee, regardless of his marri
tk« workers In the towns the. soviet Board promoted national efficiency, age covenant and duty, has been and
Ordinary separators are a natural product
ordinary separators are used. Threaded
government has had recourse to and that there was never a greater ! now is from the use of intoxicating
and therefore, are never strictly uniform.
Rubber Insulators are found only in the
mOMuros of compulsion.”
need for national efficiency than now. : liquors, a man of gross and confirmed
They are made o f thin sheets o f chemicallyWillard
Threaded Rubber Battery.
habits of intoxication; and your libe“From the •beginning of 1920 mili She declared that a great deal had l lant
treated wood.
So thoroughly has it been established
further alleges that your libelee,
tarisation Of the Russian industries
|being able to labor and provide for
Threaded Rubber Insulators are a manufac
through more than five years' experience
j her. grossly, wantonly and cruelly i
has been introduced,” continued the
tured product and therefore, absolutely uni
that the Willard Threaded Rubber Battery
j refuses and neglects to provide suitreport. “This measure was at first
form. They give uniform protection to th£bat
gives more miles o f uninterrupted service per
|able maintenance for her; and v o ur 1
applied only to the railways, but
tery plates and uniform satisfaction to the user.
dollar, that it has been selected as standard
I libelant further alleges that said
BR A N D
gradually It was extended over the
D IA M O N D
libelee has on divers days and times ,
equipment for 173 cars.
Threaded Rubber Insulators do not warp,
*coUI mines, metal Industries and final
j between the date of said marriage
o'
crack, check, carbonize or puncture. They
Bone d r y — the only battery that c«n be
i and the filing of this libel, been guilty ,
ly over the timber, flour and sugar
put an end to loss o f time, temper, battery
shipped and stocked without a drop o f
j
of
adultery
with
divers
lewd
women
’
Industries.
rental and money that are inevitable when
moisture in it.
i whose names are unknown to your
“ Militarization means a complete
!
libelant.
And
your
libelant
further
!
The manufacturers c f the cars listed below have selected Threaded Rubber
and absolute subjection of the work AskLADIES
j alleges that she now is, and has been i
y o u r l)rnK(tit for Ci'I-CHBS-TRR S
Insulation for their cars because:
DIAMO.VD
1JKAND
for more than one year prior to the
men to the work’s managements. It Gold metallic boxes.t --------- “
filing of this libel in good faith, a !
1. Rubber is by far the best insulating ma
3. Experience has proved that T hreaded
«m bodies a number of stern m e a sle s, Ribbon. T a k b no
terial known.
R ubber In sulation outlasts the battery
I resident of said county of Aroostook.
U l and aak I
also restriction of leases and cruel Dram
plates
— and consequently means greater
D I A M O N D BILAN It 1*11.1,8, for twentjr-fivo | That your Libelant has made dili- j
2. Threaded Rubber Insulation is the most
value and greater satisfaction to the owners
yer.r3
regarded
ps Pest,Safest, Always Reliable.
satisfactory
form
o
f
porous
rubber
—
and
auppresslon of strikes.”
|
gent inquiry, but that the residence
o
f
their
cars.
battery insulation must bs porous to allow
free passage o f the solution.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS of said Libelee is unknown to your :
When a Russian metal worker,;
Libelant, and cannot lx* ascertained
whose working day is normally eight < T
JR1KD EVERYWHERE
Chevrolet
Fulton
Ac ason
by reasonable diligence. That there j
Citroen
Acme
is no collusion between them to obtain
Clydesdale
Ahrens-Fox
a divorce; but that your Libelant j
All American
Cole
Collier
Allis-Chalmers
believes that, said bonds of matrimony j
American
Colonial
ought to be dissolved, wherefore she
American
Comet
prays that a divorce mav be decreed.
Commerce
LaFrance
American
Commodore
ZULA H. PHILLIPS
LaFrance
Consolidated
Dated at Houlton this 22nd dav of
o t Canada
Corlisa
Apex
April 1921.
Crawford
Armleder
Cunningham
Signed and sworn to before me this
Atterbury
22nd day of April, 1921
HARRY M. BRIGGS
Avery
Notary Public L S.

IDSSIAN LABOR
IN DIRE STRAITS

it

* LADIES

m

m

Safe D eposit Box

_ H oulton Trust C o.

{fox* B r e a k s
O r Lunch

m ere’s nothing m ore ap
p etizin g than a dish

PostToasties
(Su p erior Com Flakes)

Only the hearts of selected
white corn are used in mak
ing these delicious flakes of
substantial texture/Ihey are
ready to serve, crisp and
golden brown.direct from
the package with cream or
milk and a sprinkle of sugar
if desired.
°

A sk F or Them B y Name

2^

vJ

TH R EA D ED
RUBBER
BATTERY

Separators or Insulators

CHICHESTERSPILLS

f \

SOLD

REDROSE

T E A IS g o o d -te a

Always the same rich,
full-flavored tea.
Sold only in the sealed air
tight Red R o s e Carton.
%

(L. S.) S T A T E O F M A IN E
AROOSTOOK, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
Houlton, April 23, 1921
In this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said Libelee
by publishing the libel and this order
of court three successive weeks in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper print
ed and published at Houlton in said
County of Aroostook, the last publica
tion to be at least thirty days before
the next term of this court in said
County of Aroostook to be held at
Caribou, in said county, on the first
Tuesday of September, 1921; that he
may then and there appear and defend
if he sees fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of libel and order of
court thereon.
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk
317
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will be the last Sunday we will hear
There will be a Directors meeting Monticello performed a successful
him. We wish he and Mrs. White- of the Federation of Farmers held at operation on Payson Titcomb for the
___ __
»*ii tuc/iv p a l L*
side all the good things of life as they the Grange Hall, Friday evening, May removal of pus from his right lung. Deacon Alexander Cumming of the
go in their new field of labor. They j 6th.
The little fellow has had a long run Court St. Baptist church gave a short
will reside in Bangor.
' Mrs. Edison Briggs arrived home of pneumonia and many relatives and talk in his usual earnest, forceful
Friday from the Madigan hospital and friends anxiously await his recovery.
way, and this was listened to with
is reported to be much improved in
LINNEUS
close attention by all.
health.
Mr. William Tyre 11 of Ashland was
Miss Ada Brown of Presque Isle,
LETTER B
Subscribers should bear in
A solo by Mr. Peterson added to
W. C. T. U.
in town last week.
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Sunday
school
was
reorganized
in
the interest of the meeting.
mind that all subscriptions are
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Little Orie Titcomb, returned home Monday
On Sunday, May 1st, the regular
the Laskey District on Sunday, May a baby boy on Friday, April 29th.
evening.
The inmates gave the most respect
payable in advance and the pa 1st.
jail
meeting by the W. C. T. U. was
Mrs. Archie Grant of Sherman is
Miss Fay Sheppard, teacher in the
ful
and quiet attention throughout all
Miss Wildie Stevens returned last visiting her sister, Mrs. W.G. Adams. Harrigan district, left for her home held. Several familiar hymns were
per will be discontinued at ex
the service.
week from a visit with relatives in
Miss Marion French and Mrs. Harry in Caribou on Thursday evening, and
piration. Notice of such expira Houlton.
Stimson of Houlton were here Monday will return on Monday morning.
Mrs. George Carpenter spent the on business.
tion will be sent out the First of
Mrs. Mary Lowery, who has spent
week-end with Mrs. Mary Rideout in
Jessie Adams, little daughter of Mr. the winter months with her daughter
each month.
Houlton.
and Mrs. W. G. Adams, is quite sick Mrs. J. A. Stone, returned to h e r ,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson and with congestion.
home in Monticello on Wednesday.
family
of
Ludlow
were
callers
in
this
Commencing Saturday, May
Mrs. Gordon Hillman of Canterbury
Rev. G. W. Hamlin of Waterville |
town on Sunday.
visited with her sister Mrs. Harry was not at church on Wednesday I
7th, the TIM ES office will close
Mr. and Mrs. Will Currie of Houlton Stewart last week.
!r.v<nc,rr-/'ri-<
ctc%r'rfc£f%-<'i
evening, being obliged to attend a !
<<€*
at noon every Saturday until were Sunday guests of her mother
Mr. and Mrs. Burns Bragdon of meeting of the Baptist church a t !
Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens.
Sherman spent Sunday with W. G. 1Monticello.
Sept. 3 . Those having business
Mr. and Mrs. Henoert Crawford of Adams and family.
The following delegates were elect
w ith the TIM ES Publishing Co. Littleton spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Gove returned home ed by the U. B. church to attend the
Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick.
, ^ m
last week from a few weeks visit with Quarterly meeting at Hodgdon on May
should bear this in mind.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams spent relatives in Boston.
11th: Charles B. Porter, Mrs. Jesse
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Virginia Faulkner of East Tracy and Mrs. E. D. Coy.
Roy Adams in Linneus.
Millinocket was the week-end guest
Rev. Mr. Taylor of Monticello
HODGDON
A daughter was born to Mr. and
preached his farewell sermon at the
Patrolman Ira Royal is improing Mrs. Elmer Bragan on Tuesday, April of Mrs. Dan Stewart.
Mrs. Chas. Beatham of Houlton Ross school house on Sunday after
the road*.
26, at the Madigan Hospital.
spent several days last week with noon. Mr. Taylor has been very faith
X n . Seth Taylor passed away
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Carpenter and
mother, Mrs. Porter.
ful in the work; and many regret his
Monday p. m. at the age of 78 years. family of the County Rd. visited her
Mr.
Byron Stewart and family of departure to another field of labor.
Dr. Greenwood has closed his relatives in this town on Sunday.
Houlton spent Sunday with parents
On Friday evening Rev. G. W. Ham
practice here and returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpenter were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Adams.
lin gave a very interesting talk on
home.
calling on Mr. and Mrs. William Scott
Mrs W. S. Lewin and Mrs. Delia cooperation in church work, taking
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Robinson of at their new home in Linneus on Sun
Keep things “ship shape” about the house and
Bennett
of Houlton spent last Thurs ! part of the 4th chap, of Ephesians for
Boulton were calling on friends In day.
day with Mrs. Georgia Tozier.
(
the
Schipture
lesson.
A
short
busitown on Sunday.
farm. Making small repairs promptly saves
Mr. and Mrs. William Donohue of
Mr. L. O. Sawyer and granddaughter ness session was held at the close of
Mrs. A. D. Simmons of Rockport is Houlton visited at the home of his
Lois
Green
are
spending
a
few
weeks
the meeting, J. P. Tracy acting as
money in the end.
the guest o f Rev. and Mrs. D. L. parents Mr. and Mrs. Michael Donwith Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton
moderator.
Pjesaoy and will spend the summer ohue on Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Sawyer of Houlton spent j The community was saddened to
A timely coat of paint protects your buildings
f a * * * ..
.
.
v
v u J
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Harding of last Thursday and Friday with her j learn of the death on Saturday night
il
j ^ in * 6 Hodgdon and Mrs. Mason of Houlton, parents Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
of Wm. Campbell who lived just
and improves their a p p e a ra n ce s.
Mayo Memorial Mall, Hodgdon, Satur- were caj]ers at the home of Mrs. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bates and Jacross the line in the Watson Settle
day evening, May 14th. to which every- c Snell on Sunday
daughter Marion spent Sunday with j ment. Mr. Campbell’s death was due
body It Invited. The proceeds will
W hen you “fix up” things this spring come to
Mrs. Kate Watson, Mrs. Laura
bo for the benefit of the U. B. church IWard and Mrs. W. A. Bamford and Ephraim Briggs and family in Houl- I to pneumonia. He has many relatives
ton.
; and friends in this vicinity who feel
Of Hodgdon.
us for all your supplies. Poultry wire, paints,
children of Houlton were calling on
James Bither and son Waldo and ; his loss.
relatives here on Sunday.
Ed Kock motored to Mattawamkeag i On Monday afternoon, April 25. Dr.
brushes, roofing— and Winchester t o o l s t o
Sidney, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Monday where they met Mrs. Koch I Boone of Presque Isle and Dr. Hill of
LUDLOW
%
»
Fred Keith, is at the Madigan Hospital and son Ralph.
I______________________________________
make the job easy.
Mlee Mary Hand spent Sunday with I in Houlton, where he is receiving
Miss Georgia McDonald and Mr. j
her aunt, Mrs. L. L. McGown.
|treatment for a broken arm.
Roy Robins of Fort Fairfield were |
Mr. William Bagley ie suffering
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. j
with a light run of pneumonia.
FA ST H O V tfnftN
Harold Russell.
!
Mrs. P. A, Thompson and son
C M 1 n V U iiU V N
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herb
Savage
and
i
Horsy and daughter Bernice visited
Mrs. R. H. Rhoda was the guest of
Market Square, Houlton, Maine
inlKttves here Sunday.
her daughter Mrs. Orin Taylor part daughter and Mrs. Herb Ruth and two j
sons
of
Houlton
spent
Sunday
with
i
■ Miaa Kathleen Lunn had a party o f last week.
Samuel Ruth and family.
I
the
stork
fa# a few Of har little friends ThursLawrence Thompkins of Sherman Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
McLean
of
Houl
dfar in honor of her eighth birthday, was the week-end guest of his grand- ton and Mr. and Mrs. Robert McLean
WEDNESDAY
Jftrs. George Pray o f Augusta, who mother, Mrs. John London,
E T H E L C L A Y T O N in
hai boon visiting relatives here for a
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence London were of Hodgdon spent Friday evening with
their brother Melvin McLean and
“Price of P o sse ssio n "
Her weeks, returned home Saturday the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ross family.
A Society m elodram a for the m ost part
Watson in Houlton Sunday.
A party was given last Friday eve set in lavish English Society with a
Mr. and Mrs, Charles R. Green were
.. fan. L L, McGown and Mr. Hastning by Mr. and Mrs. Melvin McLean. pleasing air o f luxury that is appealing
____
_
the
gnosis
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
McGown
attended
the
marriage
fates McGowi
to the eye. H ow ever this picture is d if
About 25 of their friends enjoyed the ferent
Mr Harold McGown and Barton in Houlton last Wednesday.
from Ethel C layton’ s usual picture
evening
with
games
and
music.
Re
New s
Bogan of Houlton ThursMrs. Orin Taylor, who has been
l fttTBfW
very
the past week- is gaining now. freshments of ice cream and cake
tea AgnM* Warman of this town Her friends will be pleased to hear, were served.
i
THURSDAY
eai Mr Hay Stevens of Eagle Lake
Mr. Perry Brown and Miss Lillian
I GOLDW YN
A L L S T A R C A S T in
w et* married at the Congregational Brown were the guests of Mr. and
LITTLETON
I
“ I t 's a Jre a t L ife "
safatmar r by Rev. A M. Thompson Mrs. Winfield Scott in Cary Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Noble were recent ! A sprightly character sketch o f that
C L - a S t T Anrll 27
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson
j period o f manhood ju st before hair a p 
7,
.
and daughter of Ludlow were the guests of relatives in Blaine.
pears on the
upper lip. This pitifully
Miss Giltrice Hanning, who has been j funny
time o f life for the fellow who has
gnests of Mrs. Edward Henderson, very ill for the past week with influen
j to pass through it is adm irably pictured
Sunday.
BRIDGEWATER
i by Mrs. Rinehart.
B u rto n H o lm e s
za, is gaining.
Mr. apd Mrs. Percy Rhoda and Mr.
Ghnadler Parley is at home from
Deputy Sheriff J. D. Ross was con
and Mrp. Newbert Rhoda were the fined to the house for several days
Wgtorvllle.
|
FRIDAY
faro. John Sorgant has returned guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor last week with the grip.
i
P E A R L W H IT E In “T h ie f ’
Sunday.
Mrs. King Bruce was the guest of
fasgi Boeton.
Miss Ethel Turney was the guest Mr. and Mrs. Judson Bruce at Bridge- I Pearl W h ite gives a perform ance that is
ter. *nd Mrs. M. A. Randall were
l equal to anything she has ever done. She
of her aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs.
i too has the knack o f wearing wonderful
fa J^fatolrarn Sunday.
wmiitnn I Frank Turney at Green Road part of water one day last week.
Ketchum was in Houlton |last ,veek
Littleton Grange will meet Satur I creations and her gow ns in this picture
day evening, May 7th. There will be are going to win you for sure. The p ic
•sday on business,
ture is lavishly staged and the story will
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Henderson and work in the 1st and 2nd degrees.
H. C. Bundy have gone
end
II
Dr. o
a .Ufa.
hold your attention. Screen M a g a z in e
Charles and Miss Slipp of Green Road
Mr. and Mr8. James Stone attended
» L*wlIfMn and Milo for a few days. N. B. were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Prwd Blanchard of Mars Hill
church services at the Methodist
SATURDAY
fagg calling on friends here Saturday Elias Egears, Sunday.
church in Houlton on Sunday evening. |
Rev. Henry Speed will preach in the
B U C K J O N E S in
p. fa.
next dav
Sunday, May 8.
“ Trail of Tw o Moons"
Judson Burtt has been enter-. Union church
mothers
Aar sister from Centerville, |“ ^
nbde ™ £ era 8fl^ yer Everybody
A thrilling tale o f a fued between the
for your
sheep men and the cattle men o f the
mother.
W est in w hich a thrilling exhibition o f
Mr, and Mrs. Allen Boone were
horsem
anship appears. This is a Class
Mr. and Mrs. John Grant and
« t W jd. VanWart at the
A picture and has a good, clean moral.
Money t>i
daughter
Eva,
Miss
Leona
Cooper,
T w o reel a n im a l C o m e d y “ R e a d y to
t f Sunday.
_____
. *8 Solve foils* in the
If
HUNT
Serve”
M u t t & Jeff
Abbott of Bangor, the gram- Henry Higgins and Irving Hammond treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA,
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
RIN G W O R M , T E T T E R or
mar sshool teacher that came to fill
othor itching akin diaeaeaa.
the vacancy caused by the resignation Dickinson of Union Corner.
Tty a 75 cent boa at our risk.
Rev.
Thomas
Whiteside
preached
in
of til*. Lewin, Is an athletec and is
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfield, Maine
glvtag the scholars a little training the Union church last Sunday which

M ake Your Property W o r t h M o r e

Week of May 2, 1921

Putnam Hardware Company

Temple Theatre

WINCHESTER

Notice

E rar.

n

The Houlton Ice & C o a l C o.
have started their Ice teams
and will make deliveries to
any part of the town.
O ffice Hamilton - Burnham
Block. Tel. 8 6 -M or 1 0 4 -1 2

ECZEMAS

Alton C. Titcomb

alfiftg theee lines.

mmcEiio
yefar.

, G. H. Taylor will leave this
far the town of Harrington,
Ke wJB preach the coming

Ml*, ntiabeth Sharp and grandson
Beary Bradbury came home Tuesday
irate Skinner, Me., where they spent
Ufa Winter.
fa. B. Turner moved his
Met week to the Riverside
grounds at Robinson where he
a cottage.
Charles Nason and family have
to tho 0 . N. P. Co. boarding
to work while they are loading
pgla this simmer.
Jar. Montford Hill was in town a
fate days ago and engaged Mrs. John
W eed to attend the G. N. P. Co’s
KfaNU? ,fn place o f Rev. Taylor who
-te tearing away.
Gfcrsnoe Jewell has begun his
work as State Patrolman on the
mein road and is doing good work.
Tho roads mostly In town are in good
condition for the time of year.

Tires are C heaper
Before you purchase your Tires call and get our
prices. W e have a good line of new Tires, also a
few second Tires and Tubes.
Baby Carriage
W heels re-tired, work guaranteed, prices reason
able. Vulcanizing of all kinds. W ork called for
and delivered
Phone 5 4 7 -W

Houlton

Steam Vulcanizing

Rear Thomas Barber Shop

J. W . Skehan, Prop’r

NEW LIMERICK
far. and Mrs. George Hoar and son
Faggy motored to Island Falls Sunday.
Jisquo Astle and family of Ludlow
gtstfan were calling on relatives here
t r a in y.

inm
iuiiiiifiNiiHiiiuiiioiiitiiim
niinn!

Waiting Means Losing

Mr. and Mrs. George Hoar and Mrs.
featr iBgraham went to Island Falls
Ttetedsy to attend the funeral of Miss
Hamming.

Mra. Judd, the hostess
Miss Beatrice Pond
Mrs Chesty, the president
Mrs Kate McLeod
Mrs. R. B. Powers, the stranger
Mrs. Gustie Dyer
Grandma Gibbs, deaf but persistent
Mrs. Lauru Hoar!
Mtes Luella Huggins, so sentimental
Mrs. Jennie Hand
Mts. Strong, a suffragist
Mrs. Kate Atherton
Mra. Meeker, gentle and good
Mrs. Sarah Ingraham
Mealy, Yost from Yermany
Miss Eva Brawn
Mra. Day, a bride
Mra. Daisy Emerson

itch

Real Economy Says-----------------

"I f Y ou Need a New Imple

FpOowlng the crowd to North Star
BAD Friday evening, May 6, and see
"flawing for the Heathen,’
then be presented by local
o’clock.
Ladles* Aid will conduct a sale
df aasful and fancy articles in the
ashotl room before and after the farce.
A variety o f refreshments will also
he m sale. Admission to the hall 15
amts* children free.
"flawing for the Heathen," charact-

v

Co.

1

Moofy t a d without q m Sm
tf H Cm ra Salve foils In tho
tffSMMSl of ITCH. BCZBMA.
R IN G W O R M , T E T T E R or
e th e t Jtobtoc shin (Bssosss.
fr a a m ow * ho* st oar risk.

A Co*. Oekflold. Mata*

H E BlG-SlX is in every respect a

T

ment This Y ear, Buy It”
Suppose that the use of a
certain new Implement next
season would save you $100.
How much will you lose by
not buying that implement
this spring?
You will lose One Hundred
Dollars.
How much will tbe imple
ment really cost you if you
wait until next year to buy
it?
It will really cost you the
market price then plus the
one hundred dollars lost by
not having the implement in

use In the com ing season.
Waiting to buy such an
implement would be just as
poor economy as waiting until
next year to put out a crop,

M.

in the hope of getting lowerpriced seed.

with the very best.

Good implements are the
best friends that a farmer
can have. They are profltm a k e r s— not profit-takers.
Year in and year out, good
implements enable you to
make the best of conditions
as they come.

Due to light weight

and Studebaker’s manufacturing facili
ties, the price is less than other cars of
equal quality.

“ B u y it because itys a

Studebaker. ”

We have a stock of good
implements here for your in
spection. If you need any of
.them for use this year, you
will lose good, hard money
by waiting until next year to
buy. In many cases you will
lose more than one hundred

This is a Studebaker Year

Hand & Harrington

dollars.

6 9 Main Street

Can you afford to wait?
Figure it out for yourself
—and then come and see us.

Stac.kpole,
Bridgewater, Maine

■ M il

quality car, for comparison only

Jr.

Prices f. o. b. factory
■

Touring Cara and Roadatara

Coupaa and Sadana

51485
S p lr iA i* * « r v
PAR
•
1750
* nd 4 - pASS. ROADSTERS 1750
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR
2150
•

ALL

•

STUDEBAKER

•

CARS

ARE

L IG H T -S IX C O U P E R O A D S T E R
U G H T - S 1X S E D A N
.
SPECIAL-SIX COUPE
SPECIAL-SIX SEDAN
.
.
EQUIPPED

WITH

CORD

glass
.

.

TIRES

2180
2650
2780

